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Is the spelling of geographic names really a problem?
English Loans in Polish—Linguistic Change in the Making
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This article presents a balanced picture of loan words that have infiltrated the Polish language on many levels during the last decade. It
provides a historical perspective on foreign linguistic influence in
Poland and offers some thoughts on the sociological conditions of
the process. Many examples of Polish words will be cited, but even
those readers uninitiated to the intricacies of this language should
have no difficulty understanding them.
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A receptor language seldom has an adequate one-to-one equivalent
for a source-language word. Emotion words provide an interesting
example of the special difficulties of translation. This article shows
how Natural Semantic Metalanguage explains emotion words in
English, Malay, and other languages, and how semantic studies
affect translation.
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In a poetic tribute to his city of Montreal, Canada, A.M. Klein
wrote that its “English vocable and roll Ecossic,/Mollified by the
parle of French,/Bilinguefact your air” (my emphasis, 1997:90). In
other words, in this region it is as natural as “liquefaction” to move
between two languages, making Pierre DesRuisseaux’s anthology,
Co-incidences: poètes anglophones du Québec, as organic as a
well-formed crystal.
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XVI World Congress of the
International Federation of Translators
August 7-10, 2002 • Vancouver, Canada
The Congress theme, “Translation: New Ideas for a New Century,” will
be addressed during the Congress through the following topics: Literary
Translation; Translation Studies; Specialties in the Translation Profession (scientific, technical, legal, and commercial); Specialties in the
Interpreting Profession (conference, court, medical, and community);
Terminology; Localization; Multimedia; Technology and Translation; and
Ethics, Status, and the Future of the Profession.
The Program Committee invites proposals for presentations that fall
into one of the above categories. The proposals can be for papers, workshops, or panels. A paper (20 minutes) is a presentation that does not
require audience participation. A workshop (90 minutes) is a practically
oriented session requiring audience participation. A panel (90 minutes)
involves four to five participants discussing a given topic on the basis
of short individual presentations by each of the participants (panels to
be organized by the panelists).
The proposals should include the following information:
• Name and affiliation
• Address, telephone/fax number, and e-mail address
• Whether the proposal is for a paper, workshop, or panel
• Title of presentation
• Category under which the presentation can be included
• Language of presentation (English or French)
Abstracts should be 250 words. The submission deadline is September 1, 2001.
Proposals should be sent to: Portfolio Event Management, 1383 Homer
Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada V6B 5M9; Fax: (604) 685-5787; E-mail:
portfolio@intouch.bc.ca.

Visit our Website at www.atanet.org
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Conference Plans

lans are well underway for ATA’s 42nd
Annual Conference, October 31November 3, in Los Angeles. Here are a
few of the highlights and items that ATA Conference Organizer and President-elect Tom West
has in the works.

P

largest room to date set aside for this popular
networking opportunity. Once again, companies may reserve a table. (For more information
on reserving a table, please contact Bob LePage
at the McNeill Group, (215) 321-9662 or
blepage@mcneill-group.com.)

Preliminary Program and registration forms.
The Preliminary Program will be mailed this
month. The Program includes the tentative
schedule of sessions and the registration forms.
The information will also be posted online.

ATA-falia. The world dance party, last year
sponsored by the Portuguese and Spanish Language Divisions and the Florida Chapter of
ATA, becomes an official event. This party is
open to all attendees. So, be sure to keep Friday
evening open for this great fun.

Educational sessions. Due to the anticipated
attendance and the overwhelming number of
proposals, the educational sessions will be held
in the Biltmore Hotel and the Hyatt Regency.
The Hyatt is about three blocks from the Biltmore. Shuttle bus service is being contracted
and extra time has been built into the schedule
to allow for travel.
Preconference sessions. The growing popularity of the preconference seminars, which feature in-depth, three-hour sesssions, has encouraged Tom to schedule more of them. Take
advantage of the information to be garnered by
learning from some of the best in the business.
You must register for these seminars, which take
place on Wednesday, October 31. Please see the
Preliminary Program for more information.
The hotel. I cannot tell you enough about the
beauty of the Biltmore. This historic hotel will
host ATA’s first conference in Los Angeles. In
addition, the Biltmore, which recently changed
ownership, has undergone some renovations, so
it should be in great shape for our Fall meeting.
Job Exchange. The Job Exchange is the designated place at the conference where individual
translators and interpreters can display their
résumés or brochures. This year, we have the

From the
Executive
Director
Walter Bacak, CAE
Walter@atanet.org

Closing banquet. The magic of the closing banquet was revived last year with an intimate, elegant setting. We are working to repeat the success of last year’s event. New this year, we will
be selling tables at the closing banquet. Individual tickets may still be purchased. The rationale behind offering sales of complete tables,
which was in response to member feedback,
was that companies might use the tickets to
thank key clients and valued translators and
interpreters, or to have all their staff sit together.
These are just some of the highlights. Plan now
to attend the premiere conference for translators
and interpreters. It is not too early to make your
hotel and travel arrangements. (For more information, please see page 62 or visit the conference
section of the ATA Website, www.atanet.org.)
Final note: We are closely monitoring the power
issues in California. The Los Angeles Convention and Visitors Bureau has assured us that Los
Angeles is on a different power grid than
Northern and Central California, where some
rolling blackouts have occurred. We do not
expect any problem, but we are working with the
hotels on this matter. We will keep you posted.

It’s Time to Plan...
ATA’s 2001 Annual Conference
ATA Chronicle • July 2001
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Comments and Questions

From the
President
Ann G. Macfarlane
president@atanet.org

T

his month’s column consists of responses
to some questions and comments
received from the membership. As you
know, in May I sent out an e-mail announcing
the Board’s decision on some planned changes
to the accreditation program (text in the June
Chronicle). Thanks to those who are quoted
below and those who are not—everyone’s message has been read carefully and shared with
the Board. Some comments have been shortened slightly.
I hope that this information is of use and
interest to all our members. Please let me know
your reaction to these observations. The dialogue will also continue with a special session at
our Annual Conference.
I would like to know when the changes are going
to be put into effect.

The Accreditation Committee and the Board
are working “with all deliberate speed,” in the
words of a famous Supreme Court decision, but
without a timetable. It will certainly take more
than one year’s worth of work before these
changes can be implemented.

I feel it would be a grave mistake to include any
diploma, certificate, or degree in translation or
a related field as a prequalifying requirement.
Unlike law or accounting, which require formal
training, translation skills can often be acquired
just as well through informal learning, practice,
and experience.
The Accreditation Committee and the Board
agree that the prequalifying requirements must
not be unduly strict, limiting, or academic.
Experience will count. We do not agree, however, that one can become a good translator if
one has neither education nor experience. Some
individuals now taking the test are wasting their
time and money, and the time of our graders,
because they have no chance at all of passing.
Prequalifying requirements will create a better
match between the test takers and the reality of
the examination.

How will these changes affect presently accredited translators? Will they need to reapply for a
certification?

How will ATA implement a continuing education program? Will it be like the one established
by lawyers? How many units/hours will be
required? I think that offering various seminars
throughout the year will be helpful.

Will they need to retest? Or will they be “grandfathered in”?

We do not yet have a plan as to how to do
this. Member input is most welcome.

Would those of us who are at present “accredited
translators” be given another diploma with “certified translator” in exchange for the old one?

I have heard that people maintain their membership in ATA because it allows them, under
the current rules, to claim accreditation. What
would be the incentive for members with that
attitude to maintain their membership in ATA?

Presently accredited translators will be
“grandfathered in.” They will not have to retest,
and they will receive a new certificate attesting
that they are “certified translators.” Once the
changes have been implemented, however, all
certified translators will need to meet the continuing education/professional development
requirements.
Do you have a rough idea of what some of these
prequalifying requirements may be?
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A chance should be given to everyone, with or
without a diploma in translation, with or
without much experience.

Michael Hamm, our consultant who is an
expert in voluntary certifications, has assured us
that concern about declining membership is very
common when a credential ceases to be a “membership benefit.” The reality is that membership
in ATA offers many benefits besides the possibility of accreditation. There is a calculated risk
here, but it is a risk that we need to take to further enhance the program and the ATA. We
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believe that the Chronicle, online listings
in our Translation Service Directories, the
educational opportunities offered by the
conference, division membership, and the
other benefits we offer will ensure that the
ATA should not suffer a serious loss in
membership by these changes. In addition, other associations have found that
the improved standing of the credential
actually redounds to the benefit of the
organization offering it, offsetting any
short-term dip in membership numbers.
Those who choose to take the test and not
join ATA will never really be in a position
to appreciate what membership can do
for them.
This is certainly true. We can only
hope that by exposure to the ATA through
the certification process, individuals will
gradually realize that membership offers
them many benefits. In addition, the ATA
will be offering “professional development” opportunities at a lower cost to
members, which may be one incentive to
join. Certified translators will need to
show evidence of continuing education
and/or professional development to retain
their certification.
I believe that certification should be one
of the “perks” of supporting our profession through our membership in this fine
organization.
Our accreditation did start out as a
“member benefit,” a perquisite offered to
members, and that is the common beginning of many such certifications. As long
as the credential is limited to our own
membership, however, it is also limited in
its status. As members know, the ATA has
invested years of work in strengthening
and improving our examination. The
Accreditation Committee carries out its
work based on the merits of the examinations it receives, independent of any
involvement by the Board. We have a
ATA Chronicle • July 2001

“firewall” in place that ensures the
integrity of the process. By opening the
examination to nonmembers, we underscore our conviction of the validity of our
process, proudly saying to the world that
our examination stands on its own merits.
Would any person be able to carry the
title of “certified by ATA” like any one of
us who are supporting the association,
going to the conferences, attending and
presenting panels, participating in the
divisions program?
I hope that by accepting nonmembers to
the program, the ATA will become an
internationally recognized institution. My
first feeling is of selfishness. I feel that it
is an economic burden for those who are
members to accredit nonmembers, but on
second thought, being a member also
carries an obligation, and pride, for
those who are in this profession.
I think it is a good thing to offer “certification” to nonmembers: it increases the
influence and prestige of the ATA, and I
believe that most nonmembers who
become certified will then decide to join.
In one sense we who are members will
be “supporting” those who choose not to
join. (In regards to pricing, those who are
not members will pay a higher fee.) In a
larger sense, I hope that those who feel
this burden will also agree that we belong
to the ATA not only for ourselves, but
also to increase the standing, prestige,
and authority of the translation profession. The Board is confident that these
changes will have such an effect.
Will this issue [opening the examination
to nonmembers] be discussed in Los
Angeles and be put to the vote of the
membership at large?
As you know, under our Bylaws the
Board of Directors has the duty “to deter-

mine policies and changes therein.” This
issue will not be put to the members for a
vote, as it falls within the responsibility of
the Board. The Board sought member
input on the proposed changes at the
Orlando conference, through e-mail messages, and in the Chronicle. A careful
review was made of all the input received.
There was no clear consensus one way or
the other on this point, in any of the input
we received. The Board then met with the
Accreditation Committee in March, as
well as with Michael Hamm, the outside
expert on voluntary certifications. We
concluded that this was an important step
to take, and that it would improve the
standing and value of our credential. The
fact that the Board voted unanimously to
do this is a sign, I think, of the significance of the decision. We will, however,
have a special session in Los Angeles and
seek member input on the other issues,
such as the nature of the continuing education and professional development
activities, that are still under study.
I assume that although nonmembers may
take the ATA accreditation or certification examination, they will not be listed in
the ATA Directory. Therefore, one of the
major advantages of being an accredited
ATA member is preserved.
Speaking personally, this assumption
makes sense to me, too, but the Board has
not yet considered the question.
Do present ATA members, who are accredited, need to maintain their membership
in order to maintain their accreditation/
certification?
Does this mean that a current accredited
ATA member will be able to switch from
“accredited” to “certified” and continue
using this title even if he or she decides to
discontinue the membership?
Continued on p. 10
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From the President Continued
At the present time, ATA members do
need to maintain their membership in
order to maintain their accreditation. Once
the changes have been implemented, current members will be free, like others, to
use the title “certified” even if they discontinue their membership.
I think it is most unfortunate that members are forced year after year to pay
membership dues just to retain a credential we have already obtained—I know of
no institution that has such a requirement.
Under the new system, ATA members
will not have to pay dues “just to retain
the credential,” but there will be some
kind of modest payment required to
maintain certification. In fact, the

Visit ATA online
at www.atanet.org

requirement to pay a continuing fee is
standard in, for instance, law—just
check with your local bar association.
This is so because it costs money to
maintain the system, to set up and
review the requirements for continuing
education and professional development, to keep the roster of certified professionals, to issue the certificates, and
so on.
What if a person fails to meet the education/professional development standards
and still claims to have been certified by
ATA?
Typically, certificates are issued by a
credentialing body for a certain time
period, not indefinitely. Certificants—
those who have received our certification—will be able to state that they are
“ATA-certified” only as long as they meet
the requirements established for the credential. The certificate we issue will have
an expiration date on it.
What is the liability for ATA if we certify
nonmembers? Are we liable for damages?
If certification is opened to anyone
qualified/ requesting the examination,
would ATA open its doors for external
scrutiny and possibly regulation, i.e.,
would ATA no longer be free to make its
own decisions?
The opinion of our legal counsel is
that the ATA will have a stronger legal
position when it opens its examination to
nonmembers. No one could make a claim
against us that we are “restricting trade”
or trying to establish exclusive control
over the right to translate. Since our credential is purely a voluntary one, control
over our procedures and decisions will
remain with the ATA.
Isn’t the accreditation program a
“money-making device”?
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Have any financial implications been
investigated of the cost of these examinations to ATA?
The accreditation program covers its
costs and in some years brings in a little
revenue above cost, but it is certainly not a
“money-making device.” These changes
will require greater staff time and greater
expense. As mentioned in the original
resolution, the fee schedule will be
adjusted once we have studied this matter
in greater depth. We certainly intend to
consider this aspect of the proposed
changes very carefully.
ATA refuses to extend active status to
persons not certified even though they
may be very able professionals.
This is a misconception. ATA welcomes able professionals as active members. Please check out our Website or
contact ATA Headquarters for information about how to apply for active or corresponding status by routes other than the
accreditation examination.
I would like to know whether the Board of
Directors and the Accreditation Committee
have addressed the reciprocity issue.
ATA member Jiri Stejskal has been conducting a study of international certification
over the last year. His first report was
included in the June issue of the Chronicle
(his second report follows directly after this
column). One important distinction to
remember is that we offer a “voluntary certification,” whereas in many other countries, the examination offered is a “license.”
If it is illegal to work as a translator without
a “license,” then the examination and
requirements are fundamentally different
from our situation. It would not be possible
to establish reciprocity between a “voluntary certification” and a “license.”
Continued on p. 12
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International Certification Study:
Accreditation Program in Brazil
By Jiri Stejskal

I

n the June issue of the ATA Chronicle, I introduced the ATA
International Certification Study, which explores the possibilities of cooperation with foreign organizations of translators and interpreters. The following is an adaptation of a letter
received from Astrid Figueiredo and Vagner Fracassi, head and
deputy head of the ABRATES Accreditation Committee.
The Brazilian Translators Association, ABRATES (Associação Brasileira de Tradutores), is among the FIT member organizations which expressed interest in cooperation with ATA
and other fellow members of FIT. According to the information
supplied by the ABRATES representatives, ABRATES is
solely responsible for the accreditation program for translators.
ABRATES, a sister organization of SINTRA (Brazilian Translators Union), was established to develop cultural, educational,
and social activities to benefit Brazilian translators. To stress
the convergence of the interests of both SINTRA and
ABRATES, the two organizations currently have the same
board of directors.
The accreditation program developed by ABRATES tests
professional translator skills. Those translators who pass the
exam are entitled to a certificate and can refer to their accreditation on résumés, business cards, etc. Only members of
ABRATES can participate in the program. To be a member of
ABRATES, a translator must produce evidence of graduation
in specific and recognized translation or interpretation courses,
or effective and proven experience working as fully qualified
professional translator. There are no restrictions to the participation of foreigners in the program, provided that they have
enrolled as ABRATES members.
ABRATES’s accreditation program aims at the objective
recognition of professional skills of translators by submitting
the translator to specific texts to evaluate his or her translation for adequacy and quality. The examination consists of
the translation of three texts, with the use of dictionaries of
the candidate’s choice, and takes up to three and a half hours.
To be considered “satisfactory,” the translation of a text of
275-300 words shall not exceed the following limits:
• two important errors; or
• one important error and three complementary errors; or
• no important error and six complementary errors.
To be considered “approved,” the translator has to achieve a
“satisfactory” grade in the three texts he or she has chosen
from the five texts covering the following areas:

• Medical-scientific
• Legal-commercial
• General
The approved candidates are entitled to an accreditation certificate and
can make full use of the accreditation
for a period of 10 years while
remaining affiliated with ABRATES.

…ABRATES’s accreditation program
aims at the objective recognition of
professional skills of translators by
submitting the translator to specific
texts to evaluate his or her translation
for adequacy and quality.…
ABRATES is planning to approach
other FIT member organizations to
establish a cooperative framework in
which ABRATES would administer
examinations of translation from a foreign language into Portuguese, and the
foreign FIT organization would administer examinations of translation from
Portuguese to a foreign language. Such
a cooperation would provide reciprocal
recognition to accredited translators.
Therefore, the recognition of credentials earned through other organizations would be granted by this cooperative framework.
The next article will bring you
information on accreditation offered
by the South African Translators’ Institute. As the editor of this series, I
encourage readers to submit any relevant information concerning non-U.S.
certification or similar programs, as
well as comments on the information
published in this series, to my e-mail
address at jiri@cetra.com.

• Literary
• Technical
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ATA ACTIVITIES
Accreditation
• Exam sittings have been added in San
Diego, California; Denver, Colorado;
and Irving, Texas.
• Exam sittings were held in Regensburg, Germany; Naples, Italy; and
Tijuana, Mexico.

tunities continue to be marketed. For
more information, please contact
Megan Gallagher or Bob LePage at the
McNeill Group, (215) 321-9662 or
mgallagher@mcneill-group.com or
blepage@mcneill-group.com; http://
www.mcneill-group.com/mediakit.html,

Conference
• The ATA 42nd Annual Conference,
Los Angeles, October 31-November 3,
is taking shape. For general information and the conference fees, visit the
ATA Website, http://www.atanet.org.
• The Preliminary Program and registration forms will be mailed this month.
• Conference Program advertising,
exhibit space, and sponsorship oppor-

Membership
• ATA membership is running 10 percent ahead of last year at this time.
• The Membership Directory has been
printed.
Professional Development
• The ATA Pilot Mentoring Program is
still seeking mentors and mentees. For
more information, please go to the

ATA Website, http://www.atanet.org
and click on ATA Pilot Mentoring Program on the home page.
Public Relations
• ATA Executive Director Walter Bacak
worked with reporters/editors from The
New York Times and The Miami Herald.
• ATA was featured in The New York
Times and ASTM Standardization News.
• ATA continues to work with the American Foundation for Translation and
Interpretation, the Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs, ASTM Translation User and Language Interpreting
Standards projects, and the Localisation Industry Standards Association.

Visit ATA online at www.atanet.org
for information on your membership benefits!

It’s Time to Plan...

Upcoming Conferences

ATA’s 2001 Annual Conference

Los Angeles, California
October 31-November 3, 2001

From the President Continued from p. 10
Congratulations to you and all the people
who have worked hard for these steps in
the right direction!
Bravo! This is terrific!
Excellent ideas for change.
I entirely approve the ATA’s new
approach to credentialing. It will indeed
be a service to the profession.
I look forward to seeing the changes
implemented as soon as possible
I especially like the preliminary requirements and the fact that the exam will go
“universal.”

I support the Board decision and was very
pleased to read that ATA is moving in a
direction that sounds very positive. If the
end goal is to improve the status of the profession in the eyes of the rest of the community, I’m all for it. Anything that gives
translators a good name is to be pursued.
******************
Correction
Susana Greiss has graciously pointed
out that while she gave ideas and assistance
to the Portuguese Language Division as it
was coming to be, Edna Ditaranto, the first
administrator, founded the PLD. My
apologies for the error in my May column
on honorary members.

& Educational Programs
TRADOS Workshops
TRADOS Corporation offers one-day
training workshops each month for Translator’s Workbench, MultiTerm, and WinAlign
at its site at 113 S. Columbus Street, Alexandria, Virginia. Attendance is limited. For more
information, contact: Tel: (703) 683-6900;
Fax: (703) 683-9457; E-mail: eva@
trados.com or www.trados.com.
Call for Papers Institute of Translation
& Interpreting/IALB Conference on
Language and Business
November 22-25, 2001
University of Hull • Hull, England
Please send abstracts to Dr. Catherine
Greensmith, Department of French, University of Hull, Cottingham Road, Hull HU6
7RX England; Tel: +44 1482 465162;
E-mail: c.greensmith@selc.hull.ac.uk.

About time!
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Mentoring in the Translation Industry
By Barbara Inge Karsch and Barbara Maria Verble

M

entoring provides someone who is entering a profession or a new workplace with a person who is
able to give guidance and feedback, just as
Telemachus had Mentor at his side while his father, Odysseus,
went to war. One of the primary characteristics of mentoring is
its emphasis on the human element as a vital part of a person’s
growth and learning process. Since both academic programs
and corporate training are increasingly delivered in an impersonal format (for example, as online classes or computer-based
training), personal interaction gains in significance.
The notion that novices need more than a degree to become
successful professionals has found a great deal of acceptance
in many professional fields and in corporate environments.
Today’s labor situation is characterized by discontinuities that
force or encourage many people to change careers at some
point in their lives. Therefore, it is no longer just 22-year-old
college graduates who have to be integrated into a new job or
profession. Evidence of the increasing importance of mentoring can be seen in a growing body of literature on the subject. There are also a number of organizations that have produced material on mentoring or offer mentoring training via
books, videos, and Websites.
While mentoring must be flexible enough to accommodate
mentors and mentees at different stages in their development,
it is most effective if carried out in a specific setting. To illustrate what can be accomplished, the following discussion
focuses on mentoring translation interns and novice translators. The examples were taken from the translation department
at J.D. Edwards, a software company in Denver, Colorado. We
believe that mentoring can also be undertaken by freelance
translators, and encourage university programs, the natural
environment for mentor-mentee relationships, to rekindle the
spirit of cooperation between professionals and those entering
the field.
For the past eight years, J.D. Edwards has built up a translation department of considerable size. Serving close to 20
markets with some 65 translators in-house, the translation
teams frequently have to integrate new translators. For the past
five years, J.D. Edwards has offered an internship program for
students or recent graduates of translation programs. The program has grown from two participants during the first year to
eight last year. This summer we would have had a record
number of 12 interns, but due to the economic situation in the
tech sector we had to cancel the program for 2001.
Interns find themselves in a fairly complex situation at the
intersection of the educational and professional worlds. On the
one hand, they are not new employees; in many cases, they
have not yet completed their professional education. On the
other hand, interns are part of the working environment from
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anywhere between three to six months
and are expected to grow professionally and to contribute to the efforts of
the team.
Over the past several years, the
structure of our mentoring program
has evolved as a result of these internships and the integration of full-time
junior translators into the translation
department and the company. We identified the following main elements for

…The notion that novices need more
than a degree to become successful
professionals has found a great deal of
acceptance in many professional fields
and in corporate environments…
a successful mentoring program: the
support framework, the role of the
mentor, and the phases of the mentoring relationship.
The framework for a mentoring
relationship involves three factors:
time, structure, and commitment. The
mentor should be aware that he or she
must invest more time during the initial phase of the relationship than later
on in the process. In fact, during the
later phases, the mentor might actually
gain time as the mentee takes on a
larger portion of shared tasks. In regard
to the J.D. Edwards internship, properly trained and mentored interns
translate software manuals more or
less on their own. Mentors have to
spend more time editing the translated
text, but they do not have to translate
the user guides themselves. In the
beginning, the pace is slower but picks
up as the dynamics of the relationship
change and the intern and mentor work
together more as partners.
Continued on p. 14
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Mentoring in the Translation Industry Continued
Along with the overall time investment, the mentor is responsible for creating a structure for the mentoring relationship. Mentor and mentee should
agree on regular meetings. How often
these take place depends on the tasks,
what stage the mentor-mentee relationship is in, the individuals involved, and
many other factors. The senior translator should check in with the mentee
once or twice a day in the beginning to
answer questions. After a while, the
junior translator is ready to make more
decisions on his or her own and might
only meet with the mentor once a
week. These meetings could take place
in a real location, such as an office, but
it is also feasible to meet online or to
talk on the phone. The communication
medium is not as important as the fact
that both parties are committed to
meeting regularly.
Commitment is a crucial factor for
building a successful mentoring relationship. Without the commitment of
the sponsoring organization, the relationship will most likely not work out.
An organization that tries to implement
a mentoring program can only succeed
if all involved are on board. Therefore,
it is a good idea to determine whether
an organization is ready for a mentoring program before initiating one.
When the number of translated words
is the only measure of success, a mentoring program might be a lost cause.
The company or agency as a whole has
to be ready to become a learning environment, based on the belief that in the
end everyone, not only the individual
being mentored, will benefit.
By the same token, the organization
has to get the commitment of the individuals involved. This is where the
mentor-mentee match comes into play.
Mentoring works best if menteedriven, however, a mentee will not
always be able to pick his or her
mentor. At J.D. Edwards, some lan-
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guages are only staffed with one translator. If this individual is
a natural mentor, we take on an intern. If, on the other hand, a
language team is still too young and has not finished the
storming and norming process, we do not take on interns for
this language. Interns and junior translators are also selected
based on their willingness to be mentored. Someone who
“knows it all” or is not a team player might be better off as a
freelancer who never works as part of a translation team.
In formal mentoring, a mentor assumes many different
roles. An important point to note before we go into specifics is
that the role of the mentor is distinct from that of a trainer.
Entering a new professional environment usually requires a
certain amount of training. Among other things, the junior
translator needs to be introduced to new tools, the translation
material (e.g., the software product), the processes and procedures, as well as the people involved. Training is most effective
if conducted primarily by dedicated trainers. While mentors
can also be trainers, they should be aware of what role they are
playing in a given situation. The mentor’s main responsibility
is not to dispense factual information, but to ensure that the
junior translator’s training needs are met and that he or she
processes and applies the information provided appropriately
and consistently.
In her book Making Mentoring Happen, Kathy Lacey identifies several roles in the development of professionals: that of
supporter, significant peer, role model, coach, sponsor, and
mentor. Mentoring incorporates all these roles, which have
technical, practical, as well as personal aspects.
As a supporter, the mentor focuses first and foremost on
motivating and encouraging the junior translator. A junior
translator might be translating a longer text, such as a user
guide, for the first time and still be lacking the stamina to work
through a substantial number of words while maintaining consistency in terminology, style, or quality without becoming
frustrated by time constraints. Another typical challenge for a
newcomer is to cooperate with an editor. It is only with time
that translators learn how to give and receive feedback appropriately. A supporter can speed up the process by encouraging
a junior translator who might have received many more edits
than expected. The supporter, who has to be able to communicate a positive attitude about the challenges, listens to and supports the mentee.
Significant peers play a similar role, in that they provide
encouragement but also pass on the knowledge they have accumulated. Given the scenario described above, they could pass
on practical information on time management or evaluate an
editor’s remarks with their mentees. This activity should be
distinguished from formal training, but could be described as a
type of follow-up.
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In any case, mentors will always be role models for their
mentees. They watch their mentors interact with clients or read
their communication with project managers and pick up many
valuable skills. Observing the behavior of a senior professional,
be it a professor, an editor, or an in-house manager, is critical
during the formative years of young translators. In professions
such as ours, ethics are fundamental not only for the individual
but the reputation of the entire trade. Therefore, it is vital that
junior translators have role models with high ethical standards.
The term coach expands the mentor’s role in the realm of
human interaction to that of counselor. Depending on the individual situation and mentoring relationship, counseling could
take different forms. This type of counseling is different from
psychological counseling, and the mentor should make sure
that the line is never crossed. In general, the mentor coach will
be available for questions (for instance, to brainstorm about
obtaining information relevant to a translation assignment) or
to give advice on professional conduct.
As a sponsor, the mentor provides a link between the sponsoring organization and the mentee. The mentor has to keep a
balance between encouraging and coaching the junior translator and functioning as a representative of the organization.
The mentor is responsible for making the junior translator
aware of performance requirements, keeping track of productivity and quality, and assessing the junior translator’s achievement. At the same time, the mentor will promote the qualities
of his or her mentee with other people in the department, organization, or project. The mentor knows the mentee’s skills and
interests, and can easily recommend a young translator for a
particular assignment.
Even as the mentor communicates the expectations placed
on the junior translator in terms of performance, he or she can
challenge the junior translator to grow professionally by
learning to solve problems and think independently. In other
words, the mentor has the responsibility of assisting the junior
translator in moving through several stages of professional
development.
Part of the development of the junior translator is the evolution of his relationship with the mentor. According to Kathy
Lacey (1999), a good mentoring program will foster “strong
mentoring relationships that outlast the formal program.”
Lacey identifies five stages of development for the mentoring
relationship. This relationship moves from a cautious to a more
exploratory approach, to a level where mentor and mentee
share both professionally and personally, and ultimately to a
level of friendship beyond mentoring. The later stages of the
mentoring process might take years or decades.
Initially, a mentoring relationship is characterized by a rather
formal and cautious attitude. Both junior and senior professionals
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get to know each other by observing and
spending time together. This could be
done in an office situation as well as a
virtual environment. At this stage, the
mentor should make more time for the
mentee than later on in the relationship.
A mentee should ask more questions,
check back with the mentor, and share
concerns. The focus is on details. For
example, if a junior translator is working
on a particular translation project, he
or she might consult the mentor about
terminology and resources, stylistic
approaches, or administrative tasks.
In phase two of the relationship,
junior translators test the limits. They
take risks since they now have greater
latitude and freedom. For example,
they might be more adventurous in
their translations, or they might take on
projects they are not yet qualified for.
In these situations, mentors serve as
sounding boards for new ideas and
encourage their mentees to take risks,
but also reel them back in if they have
strayed too far.
Once mentor and mentee have
tested the waters, get to know each
other, and have worked out most of the
detail-level questions, the relationship
might expand to include more personal
aspects. It takes a fair amount of time
for the relationship to reach a personal
level. Many mentoring relationships
end before they reach this point
because they have a predefined end
(e.g., the length of the internship).
Many mentors also choose to end
the relationship when they reach this
point, since they themselves have to
open up, sharing some of their struggles and revealing their shortcomings,
to move further. The discussions might
revolve around stress and excitement,
challenges and worries, boredom and
frustration. The more the mentor can
share his or her own personal experiContinued on p. 16
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Mentoring in the Translation Industry Continued
ences, the farther the relationship goes.
Both parties benefit, because the result
is a higher degree of mutual understanding and trust.
In phase four, the mentor has high
confidence in the mentee’s abilities;
they know each other’s shortcomings
and strengths. The detail level might
not need much work anymore, but this
could be the right time to start discussions about long-term goals, professional development, and interests on a
larger scale. This stage of the relationship is characterized by mutual respect
and gain. This is where a senior freelancer could easily integrate a junior
translator into his or her project without
major worries. The mentor can open up
his or her network to the junior translator and promote his or her career.
In the final stage, possibly years
down the road, the mentor lets go of
the mentee. The relationship is characterized by friendship. This stage can be
difficult for mentors, as a mentee
might now be equal to the senior translator in terms of ability and knowledge
and move on to a new phase. For
instance, there might be jealousy or the
mentee might feel threatened if the
mentor doesn’t let go. On the positive
side, at this stage it is most apparent
that the mentor has made a contribution to a young professional’s development. The mentee recognizes that he or
she has reached the mentor’s level and
is now considered an equal.
If the framework of a formal mentoring program has been created, if
both mentor and mentee know and
agree to their roles, and if they are
aware of the phases they might go
through, the benefits for mentees, mentors, organizations, and the profession
can be tremendous. As Courtney
Searls-Ridge mentions in her article
(ATA Chronicle, March 2001), the
benefits for mentees are obvious, and
our experience bears that out. Interns
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or new hires at J.D. Edwards learn new tools quickly and
become more productive sooner. We have also seen that they
don’t feel as isolated and gain confidence faster. Searls-Ridge’s
article focuses on the benefits for mentors in order to
encourage experienced translators to take on this challenge.
Our experience at J.D. Edwards definitely supports her points.
Mentoring does bring recognition as well as an opportunity to
validate one’s experience and to learn new things.
Translation providers, such as agencies, companies, or
translation departments, might ask themselves what they can
derive from this. At J.D. Edwards, we hope to achieve the following benefits for the entire organization. Technical and leadership skills can be enhanced across an organization. Senior
translators can pass on the quality standards to junior translators, and they, in turn, can reach a higher productivity level
faster. Mentoring as part of an internship can facilitate identifying a talent pool from which to hire after students have completed their education. Mentors, who might have been on staff
for a while, get the opportunity to accomplish something valuable for themselves as well as the department. This sense of
accomplishment can prevent burnout, which is a problem in
organizations. Mentors are also given a chance to demonstrate
leadership skills and are readily available as leaders in the
future. Furthermore, mentoring programs provide an organization with the opportunity to recognize translators who serve as
mentors for what they have achieved. This is particularly
important, since the aspect of recognition is one that our profession is struggling with on many levels. In other words, organizations may not only recruit new translators through internships and mentoring, but they can also reward and retain
skilled staff.
In times when good translators are in short supply and experienced translators are overwhelmed with projects, the profession as a whole could benefit from mentoring as well. Mentoring helps to close the gap between theory and practice much
faster. Junior professionals whose performance and progress is
carefully monitored at the beginning of their careers are more
likely to be satisfied with their chosen field and to maintain the
quality standards defined by the profession. Finally, every budding translator who develops into a successful and proud professional will further the cause of the entire group.
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How to Remain Competitive as a Freelance Translator
By David W. Moyer

H

aving been a project manager for a localization company for the past five years, I have had the opportunity
to work with hundreds of talented and fascinating
translators. I have also had the opportunity to attend the ATA
conferences and talk with new translators who are looking to
break into the industry and distinguish themselves from the
vast numbers of other translators.
Other than the rate charged for services, there are many
other factors that freelance translators should consider in order
to set themselves apart from their fellow translators and competitors. The specific traits I will outline here are from my perspective as a project manager (PM), although a translator’s
efforts are ultimately provided to the entire translation agency
and not just the PM.
Even before beginning to work on a specific project, a
translator should find out as many details as possible. If the
project materials and deadline do not meet the translator’s predefined acceptance criteria, the job should not be accepted.
History has shown that one’s credibility is more damaged
when a job is done poorly or delivered late. Conversely, when
a PM receives an honest rejection from a translator, we see this
as a sign of professionalism and will seek this person out
again. Even when times are slow, it is important to remain firm
and focus on your core competencies.
Once a job has been accepted, there are numerous opportunities to make a positive impression with a PM. First, read
through all of the project instructions and reference materials
that are provided. I must confess that it is sometimes difficult
to compile a comprehensive list of instructions for each translator. Whenever these instructions are provided, the PM will
have heightened expectations. If there are any questions about
the instructions or ambiguous statements, these should be confirmed with the PM as soon as possible.
During the course of the translation, every PM expects to
receive questions from the translator. This is not a sign of
weakness on the part of the translator. In many of my projects,
translators have pointed out errors in the source material that
neither the client nor I had perceived. These questions are welcome, especially if the translator has taken some time to do
basic research before submitting the question to the PM. When
possible, with each question or issue that you take up with the
PM, try to propose a solution that you think will resolve the
problem. Since a PM may be working with 20 different translators at one time, it is more efficient to approve a course of
action rather than devise one from scratch.
Another opportunity to add value to your services is to be a
team player. Although this may sound like a cliché, it is a very
real need for larger translation projects. If you are asked to
work with other translators for a project, make sure you under-
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stand your role and responsibilities. In
my company, we ask one translator to
act as a “lead” for the various translators in a given language. We expect
this person to build consensus and
maintain communication within the
translation team. If you are working in
one of these teams in a role other than
the lead, make sure that you are
responsive to the lead translators and
supportive of their efforts. It is not
unlikely for a translator to excel as a
team translator one week, and then be
chosen to be a lead shortly thereafter.

…Other than the rate charged for
services, there are many other factors
that freelance translators should
consider in order to set themselves
apart from their fellow translators and
competitors…
I want to emphasize one final note
about working in a team environment.
Most PMs realize that translation is a
subjective art; one in which there is
not clearly a right or wrong perspective. Given that this is the nature of our
profession, it is sometimes necessary
to agree to a translation style that is
not your own for the sake of success as
a team. Although the ultimate quality
of the product should never suffer at
the hand of efficiency, know when to
stand up for an issue and when to
follow the rest of the team. Again, if
you feel it is necessary to bring an
issue to the attention of the PM, provide the context of the issue and at
least one acceptable alternative.
Finally, it is important to realize that
PMs are not perfect. I will be the first
to admit that I do not always know the
Continued on p. 26
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Translating Nobel Prize Winner Gao Xingjian’s
Soul Mountain
By Lily Liu

T

he following is the edited transcript of an interview conducted in April 2001 with Dr.
Mabel Lee, who translated 2000 Nobel
Prize winner Gao Xingjian’s novel
Soul Mountain into English.
Mabel Lee is an honorary associate
professor in the Chinese Studies
Department at the University of
Sydney in Australia. Born in Australia
of Chinese parents, she majored in
Chinese at the University of Sydney,
where she obtained her B.A. with First
Class Honours in 1961 and her Ph.D.

…I somehow sensed that Lingshan
was an important work and after
undertaking to translate it, it took on
the nature of a mission…
in 1966. She joined the University of
Sydney’s faculty in January 1966. Dr.
Lee speaks fluent Mandarin and Cantonese Chinese. She retired from
teaching in January 2000, but has continued to supervise Ph.D. candidates.
Her research focuses on late 19th- and
20th-century Chinese intellectual history and literature. She has published
studies on Chinese writers Zhang
Taiyan, Lu Xun, Gao Xingjian, Liu
Zaifu, and Yang Lian.
On May 14, 2001, Dr. Lee was
awarded the inaugural New South
Wales (NSW) Premier’s Translation
Prize and the PEN Medallion at the
2001 NSW Premier’s Literary Awards
at Parliament House. The award was
based on a body of work by an Australian translator. Dr. Lee’s translations
include Nobel Laureate Gao Xingjian’s
novel, Soul Mountain (2000), and two
volumes of poetry by Chinese poet
Yang Lian, Masks and Crocodile
(Sydney, 1990) and The Dead in Exile
(Canberra, 1990), as well as numerous
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translations of Chinese poetry in Australian and international
publications.
LL: How did you first meet Gao Xingjian?
ML: I met Gao Xingjian in Paris on March 23, 1991. I was
traveling to Berlin and on to Copenhagen with my daughter
and had arranged to meet Chinese poet Yang Lian in Paris. At
the time, I had translated two volumes of Yang Lian’s poetry,
Masks and Crocodile (Wild Peony:Sydney, 1990) and The
Dead in Exile (Tiananmen Publications:Canberra, 1990), and
had just completed the manuscript of Yi (Green Integer/Sun &
Moon:Los Angeles, forthcoming 2001).
At some point in the conversation, Yang Lian suggested,
“Let’s go and see Gao Xingjian!” So, after a phone call, we
arrived at his apartment in Bagnolet. During the night, Gao spoke
about some of the real incidents that occurred following the ban
on the performance of his play Bus Stop in 1983, and his flight
from Beijing to avoid having to write self-criticisms and the possibility of being sent to a prison farm. He’s a great storyteller.
He also brought out a copy of Lingshan, which had been published in Taipei the year before. After leafing through the pages,
to my own surprise and to his, I asked if he had a translator and
if he would like me to work on the translation of Lingshan. He
said, “I’d be delighted if you would.” No other details were discussed, but a verbal agreement had been made on the spot.
LL: Why did you want to translate this book?
ML: I liked the idea of Gao’s experimentation with narrative
techniques, and the poetic feel of his language had enormous
appeal. I somehow sensed that Lingshan was an important
work and after undertaking to translate it, it took on the nature
of a mission. I completed the manuscript of Soul Mountain in
1998 and then sought a publisher through a literary agent.
LL: Was it easy for the literary agent to find a
publisher? Why or why not?
ML: Translations generally do not sell well in Australia.
Despite an excellent reader’s report from HarperCollins (Australia), it took them well over six months before a contract was
signed.
LL: What is Soul Mountain about?
ML: I have called Soul Mountain “autobiographical fiction.”
Much of serious fictional writing has varying degrees of autobiography. Soul Mountain (written 1982-1989) essentially tells
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about the narrator’s five-month journey in the Chinese hinterland after fleeing Beijing. These are the “I” chapters.
The “you and she” chapters relate things that pass through
his mind during that time (memories of childhood, reflections,
observations, old stories, new stories, thoughts about people he
knows and about himself). Significantly, the work is a grand
experiment and is a realization of Gao’s thinking (theories)
about what constitutes a modern novel.
LL: Because Gao was not well known to readers in English,
you wrote an introduction for the English edition. What
key points did you wish to convey in your introduction?
ML: The ability of literature to transcend language and cultural barriers. I wanted readers to appreciate Gao’s considerable reading in European literature as well as his wide reading
in China’s rich literary heritage; his translation of European
writers such as Beckett, Ionesco, and Prévert into Chinese; and
the fact that he wrote about recent and contemporary developments in European literature.
LL: After Lingshan was published in Taipei in 1990, who
did the first translation and into what language?
ML: The Swedish translation of Lingshan by Göran Malmqvist
was published in 1992. The French translation was published in
1996. My translation into English was published in 2000.
LL: As you were translating his writings, did Gao ever suggest that you contact his other translators (Professor
Malmqvist [Swedish], Noël and Liliane Dutrait [French],
or Gilbert C.F. Fong [English])? Or did you seek them out
yourself to discuss the translation of his writings?
ML: He did not suggest this nor did I feel the need to contact
them. I know Göran Malmqvist, but did not contact him
regarding the translation. I did not meet the Dutraits or Gilbert
Fong until recently in Stockholm.
LL: Have you talked with them about translating Gao’s
writings? What comments have they made that resonate
with you?
ML: We talked about other things, but never about translation. We all greatly admire Gao’s writings. That was why we
wanted to translate his works.
LL: Which work by Gao did you first come into contact
with (in Chinese or in translation)?
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ML: I knew of Gao and had read in
translation abstracts of his plays
Absolute Signal and Bus Stop. I later read
these and other plays by him in Chinese.
LL: Please use three adjectives to
describe Gao.
ML: Not so easy in single words. He is
a gentle person, committed (to literary
and artistic creation), and a connoisseur.
LL: You said that Gao is a great
storyteller. How is that apparent in
his writing?
ML: Soul Mountain is, in large part,
undisguised storytelling and, as a
whole, it is a conglomeration of a
variety of storytelling modes superimposed one upon the other. He has creatively adapted traditional Chinese storytelling techniques to suit himself (a
modern writer, reader, and critic with a
high degree of artistic sensitivity). It
should be noted that he started to
design the structure of the novel in
1982, and took the almost-completed
manuscript of the novel with him when
he left China in 1987. He firmly
believed it was a work he could not
hope to publish in China.
LL: Gao has also written plays, literary criticism, etc. Did you consult
these other writings as you were
translating Soul Mountain? If so,
how did exposure to the other genres
he writes in help you as you translated Soul Mountain?
ML: I read Gao’s other writings for the
purpose of writing academic research
papers on his work. They gave me a
good understanding of him, but did not
have a direct impact on the translation
of Soul Mountain.
Continued on p. 20
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Translating Nobel Prize Winner Gao Xingjian’s Soul Mountain Continued
LL: You have written about Gao’s
writings in academic papers. How
has your study of his writings helped
you in translating his book?

LL: What did you like best about translating this book?

ML: His theoretical essays and other
writings convinced me of the great
responsibility I had to the translation of
Soul Mountain. It convinced me of the
important place he holds in Chinese literary history.

ML: I found working through the book an aesthetic experience
of many dimensions. I could hear the many voices of the storyteller coming through to me and I could share the many
experiences of the pronoun characters of the novel. It was fun
to translate Soul Mountain because Gao writes well and is a
good storyteller.

LL: You worked on the translation
of Soul Mountain for several years.
Please tell us how you handled this
translation project.

LL: You teach at the University of Sydney. You are not a
professional translator. What special qualities are needed
to be a good literary translator?

ML: In 1991, I was appointed head
of the School of Asian Studies, an
amalgamation of several departments
of Asian languages and studies. I
found it impossible to work on the
translation until 1993, after this
appointment ended. As a senior staff
member within the Chinese Studies
Department, I taught, on average, nine
hours per week in addition to supervising Ph.D. students. I also co-edited
two University of Sydney Series: The
East Asian Series and the World Literature Series, as well as the Journal
of the Oriental Society of Australia
(JOSA). I would work on translating
Soul Mountain whenever I could find
time, mostly during weekends. I finished in 1998.
LL: What was the most difficult aspect
about translating Soul Mountain?
ML: The botanical terms and names of
animals.
LL: How did you find the right
translations? Did you consult some
special resource?
ML: Dictionaries were, of course,
invaluable throughout, and I have a
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few colleagues and friends that I could turn to if there were
specific problems I could not resolve.

ML: I think it is important for a translator to like every aspect of
a work she or he is translating. I can say that I like every aspect
of Gao’s writings. I also respect him as a person. I could not dedicate myself to translating the work of a writer I did not like or
respect. The ability to commit to translating something is important. There are writings that I would not and could not translate.
LL: Such as?
ML: I am not a professional translator and am, therefore, selfindulgent in what I choose to translate. I only translate writings
that, for me, resound with poetry, i.e., that have linguistic
appeal and, therefore, provide me with enjoyment as I translate
them. Soul Mountain is the first work of fiction I have translated. Prior to this work, I had only translated poetry (Lu Xun
and Yang Lian). In my view, Soul Mountain can be considered
a very long poem.
Also, for me, what Gao says is interesting. The writings of
some authors do not interest me, and I simply would not and
could not translate something that I did not find interesting and
beautifully written.
LL: What do you think is “lost” in translation from one
language into another?
ML: The original language is “lost,” but an equivalent language can be found. This is why I think it is essential for the
translator to like and to have a close affinity for the work being
translated. It is essential to tap in on what the Chinese call “qi”
(or internal spirit) in a work to successfully translate it. Gao’s
language is like poetry and I translate it as poetry.
LL: What do you mean his language is “like poetry”?
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ML: His language has auditory appeal. Importantly, he has
something interesting to say and he says it very beautifully
in language.
LL: Gao has said that his first draft of his writings is
always his recorded voice. Did you read his writing aloud
as you were translating?
ML: I was immediately aware of the poetic feel (the auditory
element is important) of Soul Mountain and in all of Gao’s
writing. I consciously attempted to find words that would give
a similar feel.
LL: The Chinese have a saying, “There is painting in his
poetry; there is poetry in his painting.” What does Gao
“paint” in the poetic language of Soul Mountain?
ML: I found many descriptions in Soul Mountain of people,
natural scenery, and buildings to be like paintings and, at times,
cinematic. Gao is a talented artist and this artistic sensitivity
infuses the whole of Soul Mountain. Of course, it is most conspicuous in descriptions.
LL: What do you think is “gained” in translating literary
works from one language into another?
ML: I suppose some badly written work could—in the hands
of a good translator—be made better, but why bother translating something that’s badly written? If the translator is such
a good writer, why not just write? My academic training predisposes me to stick rigidly to the text.
LL: Was there any place in Soul Mountain where you could
not stick rigidly to the text? Why, and what did you do?
ML: Repetition of the same noun is fine in Chinese. This looks
clumsy in English and can be remedied easily by the use of “it” or
some other word. In Chinese, the subject and object of a sentence
are often not used because the context alone is adequate. When
translating, sometimes it is necessary to add the subject or object.
LL: Were there any places where there was a need to add
something (a footnote, etc.) to help readers in English
better understand Chinese culture or something else?
What was it, and how did you resolve the need to explain
the text?
ML: I do not use footnotes unless they exist in the original text
I am translating. Chinese-language readers will read and
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understand the original text with differing levels of understanding. In about
two places I added a minimal number
of words to describe items of food.
LL: Is the act of translating an act of
“creating” or “rewriting?”
ML: For me, translation is “rewriting” a text in another language. As
it is my practice to adhere as closely as
possible to the text, translating is probably less “creating” for me than for
translators whose practice it is to make
a translation more easily digestible for
a target readership. Different texts are
more difficult than others to translate. I
would not attempt to translate a text for
which I had no affinity.
LL: Could you have translated the
title any other way (Spirit Mountain,
etc.) and why did you choose the
words Soul Mountain?
ML: For me, the word “spirit” lacks
the dynamic thrust of “soul.” Taking
into consideration the whole of the
novel Lingshan, I prefer the word
“soul.”
LL: Are you currently at work translating any other writing by Gao?
ML: I am translating One Man’s Bible,
his second novel, and expect to submit
it to HarperCollins (U.S.) around July.
It was published in Chinese in Taipei in
1999, in French in early 2000, and in
Swedish at the end of 2000. I cannot
rush the translation. I am intent on
savoring and enjoying the translation
of One Man’s Bible as I did the translation of Soul Mountain.
I also have other commitments. I
am on the board of the Sydney Writers’
Festival and have played a key part in
Continued on p. 22
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Translating Nobel Prize Winner Gao Xingjian’s Soul Mountain Continued
arranging for a team of Chinese writers
and translators to participate in this
year’s events on May 14-20. The team
consists of the Shandong novelist Mo
Yan (Red Sorghum, Republic of Wine,
and Big Breasts and Wide Hips) and
his American translator, Howard Goldblatt; Yunnan poet Yu Jian and his Australian translator, Simon Patton; as
well as U.S.-based Taiwan writer and
translator, Sylvia Li-chun Lin, who cotranslated with Howard Goldblatt
Taiwan writer Chu T’ien-wen’s Notes
of a Desolate Man.
LL: How does One Man’s Bible
differ from Soul Mountain?
ML: One Man’s Bible is a study of the
insidious psychological manipulation
of individuals to effectively bring
about social and political conformity
during the Cultural Revolution in
China. Gao sees himself as complicit
in those tragic events, and it is his own
thinking and behavior that are held up
for unscrupulous examination in this
novel. In One Man’s Bible, the extent
of psychological self-analysis of a
person living through the Cultural
Revolution, to my knowledge, has not
been attempted with such unrelentless
honesty in any other work of literature.
LL: What do you like best about
translating Gao’s second novel?
ML: The work allows one to comprehend precisely how the irrational
events of the Cultural Revolution were
able to take place.
LL: What are some issues or problems confronting translators of contemporary Chinese literature?
ML: Translation does not count as
“research” for academics and it generally doesn’t help in applications for
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promotion, and so forth. Also, finding publishers for translations is a problem. As far as I know, the general practice is that
publishers will commission a translation. I think my experience is significantly different. I had completed the translation
and then sought a publisher. Gao and I share the royalties, 60
percent/40 percent.
LL: You are based in Australia. Did you have to make decisions regarding what kind of “English” (British/Australian/
American English) to use in your translation?
ML: I live in Australia, but I think it is a more “neutral” type
of English. I cannot use words that are not natural to my own
style.
LL: There was talk after Gao won the Nobel Prize that he
won on more than the literary merit of his writings (e.g.,
the fact that his Swedish translator, Göran Malmqvist, is a
member of the Swedish Academy, which decides the recipient of the Nobel Prize for Literature). What is your reaction to these comments?
ML: All of Gao’s major writings (including his second novel,
One Man’s Bible) were available in French prior to the Nobel
Prize announcement. I expect that all of the Nobel Prize Committee would have read Gao’s writings in Swedish and French;
most Scandinavians read French and English. Göran
Malmqvist has translated many Chinese writers apart from
Gao. In France, as early as 1992, Gao received the award of
Chevalier for his contributions to literature. His plays have
been performed internationally since he relocated to Paris in
1987. His two novels were selling well in France before the
Nobel Prize announcement. Gilbert Fong’s English translation
of six of Gao’s plays was published in 1999 and my translation
of Soul Mountain was published in English in mid-2000.
LL: Does translating literary works into English make
them more “accessible” for consideration for international
literary prizes?
ML: Regarding the Nobel Prize, it demonstrated that Gao’s
major writings work in three other languages, and I think this was
an important consideration. With some prizes, one of the criteria
may be that a work also be available in English translation.
LL: Lingshan was published first in Chinese in Taipei, but
did not receive the public acclaim (selling less than 1,000
copies) that it has since received after Gao won the Nobel
Prize. What do you think about the criticism some have
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made that Chinese readers did not value his writings until
there was Western critical acclaim?
ML: This is the case with most serious writing.... Interestingly,
in Australia, prior to the Nobel Prize announcement, Soul
Mountain had sold over 4,000 copies, which is not bad for the
size of the population!
LL: Why is translation of literature important?
ML: Serious literature represents the thinking of reflective
minds in one culture. Translation allows access to different
perspectives on the same topic: human beings with all their
flaws and imperfections.
LL: Will you continue to do literary translations?
ML: I am kept quite busy with working on Gao’s fiction, but I
am also translating a bit of poetry occasionally.

and have confidence in my work.
LL: What are you proudest of
regarding your translation of Soul
Mountain?
ML: The fact that I completed the
translation. The timing of the first publication in Australia was perfect. Gao
Xingjian came to launch the Australian
publication of Soul Mountain in early
July 2000, and on October 12 he was
declared the winner of the Nobel Prize
for Literature.
LL: Gao is the first Chinese writer
to win the Nobel Prize for Literature. How do you feel about the role
you have played as the translator of
Soul Mountain?

LL: Whose poems?
ML: Poems by Yang Lian and Hong Ying. My translations of
Hong Ying’s poems have been published recently in Australian
literary journals such as Meanjin, Southerly, and Otherland
and in the American journal Talisman. A poem by Yang Lian
will be published in the Australian e-poetry journal Jacket.

ML: I naturally feel great about
making the work available to English
readers. Gao has won gold and I feel I
have been sprinkled with gold dust.

LL: Why did you choose these poets’ works to translate?
ML: I have translated and published Yang Lian’s poems in the
past. I like his poetry. I also like Hong Ying’s poems.
LL: For you, what is the most difficult thing about
translating Chinese poetry into English?
ML: As with all translation, making the translation sound and
read as well in English as the original, grasping that vital
essence that makes it poetry and reproducing it.
LL: How do you feel about your accomplishment of having
made available the English translation of Soul Mountain?
ML: I feel great and I have had e-mails from readers from all
parts of the world to thank me for making it possible for them
to read it. The translator always puts her or his head on the
chopping block, and to have translated the major novel of the
controversial Nobel Prize winner Gao Xingjian singles out the
translator for attack as well. But, like Gao, I am pretty tough
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For Long-Term Planners...
Future Annual
Conference Sites and Dates
Los Angeles, California
October 31November 3, 2001
Atlanta, Georgia
November 6-9, 2002
Phoenix, Arizona
November 5-8, 2003
Toronto, Canada
October 13-16, 2004
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The Slavic Languages Division: An Update
By Nora Seligman Favorov

T

he Slavic Languages Division
began as a twinkle in the eye of
Susana Greiss back in 1990.
Then, it was known merely as the
“Russian Special Interest Group” and
drew a gathering of 12 translators to its
initial meeting at the ATA conference in
New Orleans. Susana, who works primarily in Portuguese, is one of those
people who wears a name badge at ATA
conferences that can barely fit all the
colored dots representing the language

…In fact…the “Slavic Languages
Division” is a misnomer. Our goal is
to attract, represent, and provide a
professional forum for any translator
working in a language of the former
Soviet Union or East European
(formerly) communist bloc…
pairs in which she is accredited, and yet
none of those dots represents a Slavic
language. Nonetheless, just as Rurik and
his kin sailed down the Volga to bring
order to 10th-century eastern Slavs,
Susana, who was born in what is now
the Republic of Georgia of Russian parents, descended from Queens to create
organization where there was none. The
Russian Special Interest Group grew
into the Russian Division and finally, in
1996, voted to change its name and mission. In fact, to call our group the
“Slavic Languages Division” is a misnomer. Our goal is to attract, represent,
and provide a professional forum for any
translator working in a language of the
former Soviet Union or East European
(formerly) communist bloc.
A Bigger Umbrella: Not for Russians, or Even Slavs, Only
Admittedly, the Slavic Languages
Division is heavily dominated by
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translators working primarily in Russian, and to a lesser extent
Ukrainian and Polish (we look forward to our first Polish terminology presentation at the upcoming conference in Los
Angeles). The goal of representing such a diverse group of languages is problematic. Any schedule of conference presentations has a limited number of slots and our newsletter has a
limited number of pages. Nonetheless, there is strong support
within the division for promoting ourselves as an umbrella
organization for all the languages of Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union. One reason for this support is simply the
fact that translators working in these languages have no other
division to join within ATA. Another is that there are strong
cultural and economic ties between the nations of the postcommunist East.
At last count (in early May) our division had 402 members.
Of those, 73 are accredited in Russian-to-English, 53 in English-to-Russian, three in Polish-to-English, and seven in English-to-Polish translation. Russian and Polish are currently the
only Slavic languages included in ATA’s accreditation program. We also have a number of members accredited in nonSlavic languages, primarily French, German, and Spanish.
According to the results of a 1996 member survey, approximately half of our members are native speakers of English,
while half grew up speaking Russian and/or another Slavic
language or former Soviet bloc language. (It is a personal mission of Lydia Razran Stone, the editor of our division
newsletter, the SlavFile, to come up with a more concise designation for those who are native speakers of a language of the
former Soviet Union or other communist bloc country. Her
latest proposal—Slavonate—has a nice ring to it, but we probably won’t be happy until we have something that better represents those whose native tongue is not a member of the
Slavic linguistic family. Proposals of catchy acronyms that
may fit the bill are encouraged.)
There are evidently large numbers of ATA members
working in Eastern European languages who have not joined
the Slavic Languages Division. I can assure them that if they
were to become involved in the SLD they would be welcomed
with open arms, column-inch space in our newsletter, a role in
SLD’s conference activities, and access to our ATA-sponsored
online forum. At the very least, they are sure to enjoy our
excellent division newsletter.
The SlavFile
The centerpiece of the Slavic Languages Division is its
newsletter, the SlavFile. Anyone who has had exposure to a
variety of professional newsletters knows that they often hold
little interest to their own membership and are dreadfully dull
to anyone not directly involved in the given profession. I believe
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that I can safely say that anyone with an interest in translation,
current events, international affairs, and the interplay between
language and culture would find the SlavFile a very good read.
Credit for this goes first and foremost to the ever inventive,
observant, and demanding Lydia Razran Stone, whose dual
career as a technical and literary translator makes her an ideal
editor for our publication. She is fortunate to have as her partner
in stylistic excellence assistant editor Laura Wolfson, sometimes seen in the pages of the Chronicle as “Miss Interpreter.”
And to ensure the quality of submissions in Russian, Ukrainian,
and Polish, they are assisted by Galina Raff (who is also associate editor for technical material, layout, and typesetting),
Vadim Khazin, and Tomasz Poplawski, respectively.
Perhaps the biggest controversy brewing in the Slavic Languages Division these days centers on the question of whether
or not we should continue to spend $800 per issue to print and
mail a paper version of the SlavFile. There are strong feelings
on both sides of the question. On one side, we have the
“dinosaurs”—ancient, lumbering creatures who dread the possible extinction of their beloved paper SlavFile. Dinosaurs like
to take the SlavFile to bed, to read it on the couch, in the
subway, or while waiting in the dentist’s office, and will keep
old issues somewhere close at hand. They can’t bear the
thought of spending an extra moment staring at their computer
monitors. They have what some might call a sentimental
attachment to finding their SlavFile in the mailbox, flipping
through the nicely folded and stapled 70 lb. paper, and letting
it linger for a while in the magazine basket. On the other side
of the question we have the (usually) younger, swifter creatures, ready to quickly read through a PDF version of the SlavFile while sitting at the computer, perhaps printing out a page
or two of particular interest. For them, our $800/issue could
clearly be put to better use. A recent request for volunteers to
stop receiving a paper newsletter received 50 positive
responses. The removal of 50 members from our snail-mailing
list will save the division about $125/year. At our next business
meeting in Los Angeles, we will continue to discuss this question. In the meantime, all of our membership with e-mail will
begin to receive a PDF version of the SlavFile, even those who
will continue to receive a printed copy.
The Susana Greiss Distinguished Speaker Series
In 1998, a series of annual lectures was created to honor the
founder and first administrator of the SLD. It has become one
of the highlights of the ATA conference, drawing a large audience that includes many from outside our membership. So far,
our speakers have been Jonathan Brent, editorial director of
Yale University Press; Kenneth Katzner, author of John
Wiley’s English-Russian, Russian-English Dictionary; and
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Lynn Visson, UN interpreter and
author of From Russian into English
and Wedded Strangers.
Our speaker in Los Angeles will be
Patricia Newman, past president of the
ATA and editor of the fourth edition of
Ludmilla Callaham’s Russian-English
Dictionary of Science and Technology.
She will speak about her work on the
dictionary and her experiences (good
and bad) hiring and working with
Russian-English interpreters and translators while on staff at Sandia National
Laboratories, one of the largest purchasers of Russian language services
in the United States.
Electronic Translator Forums
Before the ATA provided its divisions with a piece of cyber real estate
on which to discuss matters of professional interest, Slavic Languages Division members working in Russian
(with the above-mentioned Galina Raff
playing the pivotal role) had already
established the now thriving Russian
Translators Club on Yahoo!. Translators’ queries posted in this by-invitation-only forum always seem to
receive a reply and often lead to lively
discussions. It would seem that as far
as questions of Russian-EnglishRussian translation go, the users of the
Yahoo! forum are not going to move to
the ATA-sponsored site. However, I
would like to encourage our use of the
ATA site, both for discussions of terminology in the other languages of the
former Soviet bloc and of divisionrelated matters. For starters, I would
encourage any division member with
an opinion on the question of whether
or not we should continue to print the
newsletter or to post it in the forum
labeled “Slavic Languages Division”
(there is a separate forum for SLD terminology). To get to the forum go to
Continued on p. 26
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Slavic Languages Division Update Continued
www.atanet.org, click on the “Members Only” menu selection on the right
(you’ll need to register if you haven’t
done so already), and then click on
“ATA Forums.” You will only be able
to enter forums for divisions of which
you are currently a member.
SLD Website
The Division is fortunate to have
Alex Lane on board as both assistant
administrator and Web master. Despite
a recent move from Texas to Colorado,
the demands of starting his own business, and his continued role as a freelance translator and interpreter helping
to support the joint U.S.–Russian
space program at the Johnson Space
Center, Alex found the time to create a
new and improved SLD Website,
which seems to be working well as a
recruiting tool.
Plans for the Future
The core responsibilities of the division administrator are the oversight of
the division budget, which is now

almost exclusively spent on our newsletter, maintenance of the
Website, and assurance that the division is well represented at
the ATA conference, including arrangements for the Annual
Susana Greiss Lecture, presentations, and social activities.
Another responsibility that may be added—depending on the
outcome of ATA’s pilot project in this area—is oversight of a
division mentoring program. Beyond these core responsibilities, administrator can facilitate any other initiatives undertaken by volunteers within the division. One project that has
been repeatedly brought up in recent years is the compilation
of an SLD-approved glossary or gazetteer, with Russian and
English translations that might include names of government
agencies, organizations, place names, political parties—or
whatever other body of terminology a committee of volunteers
might feel would be both useful and capable of garnering consensus. The “vetting” process for such a compilation would be
complicated, which is probably why this project has not yet
gotten off the ground. Another project that could be supported
by the administration, but must start with a grassroots effort
among members, is the addition of another Slavic language to
the ATA accreditation process.
Like all ATA divisions, ours is run by volunteers and its
activities should be a reflection of the desires and makeup of
its membership. The SLD is fortunate to have as members all
those who have shared their talents to serve the division. We
look forward to the involvement of many others in the future.

How to Remain Competitive Continued from p. 17
best approach to a given project. In
fact, the project plans that I create are
often the result of input from a number
of team members within my organization. Although it is not always feasible
to consult the translators in advance, I
always welcome suggestions for
improvement in regard to the way that
the project is organized or the way that
I am working with the translation
team. Even if I do not feel that the suggestion can be implemented for the
current project, I make an honest effort
to improve for subsequent assignments. I feel that the same approach
applies to freelance translators. The
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types of projects that are coming across my desk are growing
more complex and more urgent. In this dynamic profession, it
is critical that each person involved in the localization process
be willing to learn, grow, adapt, and work together.
I hope you will find the items listed in this article to be useful
and relevant to your daily work. These are thoughts compiled
after lengthy discussions with my fellow PMs and trusted translators. I will not say that your rate does not factor into a decision
for translator selection. I will say, however, that most PMs will
gladly hire a more expensive translator that they know will
deliver a quality product under the guidelines provided to them.
Discuss your rate with your colleagues and make sure your
pricing lies in the mainstream of the industry. Once you are confident that your rates are competitive, I hope you will consider
my suggestions for being a more effective translator.
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Finding the Proper Tools for Translators Working
in English and Russian
By Alex Lane

I

was introduced to the translation profession at Plenum Publishing Corporation in the late 1970s. There, my responsibilities as a production editor for some dozen or so Soviet scientific journals published in English translation put me in close
contact with a fairly large number of translators, the quality of
whose work ranged from the sublime to the ridiculous.
My first translations were of sentences or paragraphs
omitted from work submitted by freelancers. Eventually, I
became convinced that I could produce work that was as good
as, if not better than, the translations we received from our
freelance staff, and essayed a “full-length” translation under
my boss’s skeptical eye. The verdict of Plenum’s technical editors vindicated my work, and so my career as a freelance translator was launched.
In that era, a translator could work with a minimum set of
tools: besides the requisite linguistic skills, a typewriter and a
handful of dictionaries and references typically would suffice.
That business model—and I’ve always had a view of our craft
as a business—has undergone significant change. Moreover, it
is changing as we speak, and will continue to change in the
foreseeable future. In this article, we’ll take a look at two basic
areas of change: the tools we use to write our translations, and
the tools we use to find out what we need to know to produce
good translations.
Getting it on Paper (or Phosphor)
The typewriter represented a straightforward technology,
designed to produce legible documents on a standard medium
(paper). The monoalphabetic design required foreign (in my
case, Russian) words to be represented in transliterated form.
Including actual Cyrillic characters in the delivered product typically involved pen-and-ink annotations. The other limitations of
this technology are legion, and we won’t explore them here.
Text- and word-processing software developed for today’s
ubiquitous personal computers provides great flexibility in the
representation of text. Today, not only can users intermingle
rbhbkkbxtcrbt cbvdjks and Latin characters at will within a
document, they can also modify font faces, text attributes
(bold, italic, underscore, etc.), and overall formatting. This
same flexibility, by the way, exists not only in word-processing
software, but also in spreadsheets, databases, and in many
other programs that permit representation of text. To complete
this picture, the content from these disparate applications can
be promiscuously intermingled on the Windows computing
platform so that, for example, a chart from a spreadsheet can
be embedded in a word-processing document alongside an
imported digital photograph.
Given such circumstances, I believe translators must not
only keep up their computing skills (see the sidebar Cyber
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Savvy for Translators), but must also
take the lead and help guide their
clients, where possible, through the
cybernetic swamp. This gives translators a chance to work in an environment where both the client’s need to
originate and distribute information
and the translator’s own need to minimize distractions are satisfied. Being
able to do so, of course, presumes that
the translator not only makes an effort
to upgrade and maintain computer
skills, but also approaches the client
with suggestions about reorganizing
work processes.

…I believe translators must not only
keep up their computing skills…but
must also take the lead and help
guide their clients, where possible,
through the cybernetic swamp…
One example from my own experience concerns a client who would periodically ask me to translate text delivered to me in a Microsoft Excel file.
After the third such file arrived for
translation, I asked the client to find
out why his correspondent used Excel,
as nowhere in the document were any
spreadsheet functions utilized. “No
particular reason,” came the reply, “he
just needs something that will let him
put things in rows and columns.” When
I suggested creating documents using
the table feature in Microsoft Word,
the client was elated (as was the correspondent), for it turned out that Excel
wasn’t the ideal work environment for
either of them, either. (Myself, I think
I would prefer having a tooth drilled
than having to translate using Excel for
any length of time, but I digress....)
Continued on p. 28
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Finding the Proper Tools for Translators Working in English and Russian Continued
Attempting to obtain client cooperation is a no-lose proposition. If you
get a negative response, you’re at least
no worse off. If you gain client concurrence, the end result is a win-win:
you can minimize the nonproductive
time spent fiddling with computer
details, which can result in better
translations delivered to the client in a
timelier fashion.
Finding Things Out
There isn’t much to say about the
state of references available to me
when I started in this business. Good
references were scarce and, based on
what I saw coming back from
numerous translators, they were scarce
all over. The silver lining to the situation was that when you did find a reference, the chances were fairly good
that some effort had been put into its
production, as publishing anything was
an expensive proposition in those days.
Today, advances in computer hardware and software, as well as in networking technology, make it possible,
on the one hand, to find out almost
anything about anything. This places a
tremendous resource at the disposal of
translators, who can now research files
the world over to fill the gaps in their
knowledge. On the other hand, those
same advances make it possible for
anyone to publish anything about anything, bypassing any kind of process
resembling review, editing, or proofreading. These two trends tend to step
on one another, requiring translators to
take more care when they do translation research to sift the wheat from the
chaff by verifying found information.
Over the past few years, the
Internet—in particular, the World Wide
Web—has taken root in Russia and has
expanded from a relatively few sites
offering little or no content of substance
to a well developed network of sites and
portals. According to a recent visit to
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Cyber Savvy for Translators
A comprehensive survey of translator-related computer tips and tricks
would doubtless fill a book. In the next few paragraphs, we’ll only touch
on a few of what I see as the major areas worth your attention if you work
with Russian.
First, it is very important to understand font display issues and coding
schemes, and to be ready to respond effectively and authoritatively to any
problems that crop up. I have observed that clients have an unfortunate
tendency to blame translators for problems that can be directly traced to
incorrect font configurations. Unless you can explain the problem clearly
and fix it quickly, the blame will linger.
Over the past several years, the so-called CP-1251 coding scheme has
been king on Windows systems, but Unicode fonts are on the ascendancy.
(Windows fonts that support Unicode—or more accurately, a subset of
Unicode called WGL4—typically support a wide range of “glyphs,” so that
one file incorporates information not only on representing Latin characters,
but Cyrillic, Greek, Eastern European, and other characters as well.)
Despite the widespread penetration of Windows and CP-1251, the
KOI8-R character set still has a strong following in Russia, although Unicode (in the form of UTF-8) is also making inroads on platforms (such as
Unix and Linux) that have traditionally used KOI8-R.
Among the most typical font problems you might encounter are with
machines not equipped with the proper fonts. Knowledge of how to recognize this problem and how to fix it is invaluable.
But you can’t fix a problem until you’ve identified its source. Microsoft’s
typography page (www.microsoft.com/typography/default.asp) is useful
here. One of the links on the page will get you to Microsoft’s “font properties” utility (ttfext.exe), which adds several new tabs to the properties
dialog box that you get when you right-click on a font file in Windows.
Among these is a tab that displays the code pages supported by extended
character sets. The same page provides links to Microsoft’s “Web core
fonts,” many of which support WGL4 (i.e., multiple character sets,
including Cyrillic).
Another valuable resource is Microsoft’s Knowledge Base
(http://search.support.microsoft.com/kb/c.asp). Here, you can formulate
different kinds of queries (e.g., by keyword or by article ID number)
regarding various Microsoft products. My experience with this facility has
taught me to not give up easily. If one query comes up empty, it’s often
worthwhile trying something else along the same lines.
Learning to create and use macros in applications such as Microsoft
Word is a useful skill, too. Some time ago, a client wanted all engineering
units in a translation to be displayed in both the original (SI) units and in
converted English units. Investing the time to write a macro that automatically did both the conversion and the formatting turned out to be well worth
it. More recently, I’ve been asked to reproduce revision markings in translations so that the format of the translated document matches that of the
original down to that level. I solved this problem by creating macros that
would turn revisions on and off with a keystroke, which made the whole
process go much more efficiently.
Computer-aided translation tools (CAT tools) are another area that translators would do well to take a close look at. There are a number of such tools
on the market (for example, Déjà Vu and Trados), and I must say, after having
invested in one such tool recently, that the benefit is considerable. I’ve found
the learning curve can be made somewhat less steep by joining the appropriate discussion groups (for example, at yahoogroups.com).
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Bookmark These!
There are a number of large sites that offer similar sets of features, such as e-mail (including free registration for an e-mail
address), chat, a search capability, access to dictionaries (though I’ve found nothing to replace my disk-based resources), summaries
of local weather and currency exchange rates (typically against the dollar), as well as links to pages devoted to various themes, such
as business, technology, or sports. Though the sites share similarities, each has its own “personality,” placing emphasis on a different aspect of the online world. Among the sites worth visiting, in my opinion, are:
Rbhbkk b Vtajlbq (km.ru). This a “multiportal” site that offers a wide range of services. I value the links to news stories, to
online dictionaries (including the Ozhegov explanatory dictionary), as well as to extensive research and educational resources at
megabook.ru and 4students.ru.
Rambler (rambler.ru). A large site that, besides “standard” services such as e-mail and chat, also lets you maintain an address
book, a personal planning calendar, and a list of bookmarks. The site maintains so-called “Top100” ratings in about 40 areas,
including business and finance, computers, science, and e-commerce, and keeps statistics on the extent of the “Runet” (Russian
Internet). Links offered include lenta.ru for news, www.ixbt.ru for computer information, doktor.ru for medical articles, and
kulichki.rambler.ru for amusement. In my experience, this site’s search engine is first-rate.
Aport 2000 (www.aport.ru). Providing “the Internet in the palm of your hand,” I value this site for its review-style articles on various aspects of the Internet (j,pjhs bynthytnf), as well as articles specifically about e-commerce. A more compact version of the
site appears at http://aport.ru.
Hjccbz-Jy-Kfqy (www.online.ru). A portal site with links to referat.ru (for synopses and summaries) and Aport 2000, among
other places. If the bandwidth of your Internet connection is adequate, there are also a number of video clips available for viewing.
Andrey Chernov’s site on KOI8-R (http://koi8.pp.ru). This is the mother lode for information about KOI8-R, including links to
standards documents, instructions for creating and handling HTML documents in KOI8-R, and how to set up various operating systems (DOS, Windows, Macintosh, *nix) to work with this character set mapping.
Janko’s Keyboard Generator (for Windows 95, 98, and ME) (http://secondo.verat.net/~janko/engdload.htm). This page allows
you to download a shareware program that generates keyboard files for Windows. You can use this program to generate a keyboard
file that would replace Microsoft’s Russian “standard” keyboard with a “phonetic” layout, or generate layouts for other character sets,
such as Ukrainian. The license fee is $15.
Comprehensive Russian Computer Dictionary (www.friends-partners.org/cgi-bin/slovar). Though this is not a large portal like
the rest of the sites in this list, this page allows you to search Yuri Avrutin’s and Paul Druker’s dictionary of computer terms. The
ability to use regular expressions in search patterns is a nice touch, but I’ve not found this feature too useful in practice.
Galexi Wordsmiths, LLC—Translation and Interpretation site (www.galexi.com/words/). Here, among other goodies, you can
find a “phonetic” Cyrillic keyboard file for Windows (together with instructions on how to install it), a program that allows Cyrillic
characters to be displayed on Palm computing devices, as well as the source code (and executable files for various platforms) for a
program that will identify the Cyrillic coding scheme used in a text file and, optionally, will convert among the CP-1251, KOI8-R, and
MS Alternative mapping schemes.
Microsoft’s Windows User-interface Glossary Server (ftp://ftp.microsoft.com/developr/msdn/newup/glossary/). This FTP
server offers files containing the terminology Microsoft uses in its localized software for about two dozen different languages,
including Russian and Polish. These files are, by all accounts on Russian Internet discussion groups, of high quality, and I’ve found
the Russian glossary to be very helpful in assuring terminological consistency with Microsoft’s own usage.

the Rambler Website, in early May 2001, the Russian Internet
(“Runet”) comprised 234 GB of information spread out among
nearly 15 million unique Web addresses located on nearly
200,000 domains. Fortunately, only a small portion of this information is of interest to us as translators (I’ve given some of my
favorite starting points in the sidebar Bookmark These!).
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News resources (e.g., lenta.ru,
gazeta.ru) are of particular value to
translators who work with Russian, as
they are a rich source of terminology
Continued on p. 30
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Finding the Proper Tools for Translators Working in English and Russian Continued
developed by native Russian speakers.
A recent headline, for example, offered
“dtthyjt jnrk/xtybt” for “rolling
blackout” (a term associated with recent
power shortages in California). Search
engines can also be helpful in comparing various alternatives for terms, as
in the case of the term “home page,”

which can be found as “ljvfiyzz cnhfybwf,” “gthdfz
cnhfybwf,” and “ukfdyfz cnhfybwf” on the Runet. A search on
Rambler shows that “ukfdyfz cnhfybwf” is used almost twice as
often as the other two alternatives combined, which is information that should probably be considered when translating the
term “home page” into Russian.
In a related example, some time ago a colleague used a page
from a Russian news portal to reassure a client that it was okay
to intermingle Russian text with words represented in Latin
characters (for example, when writing company or product
names). The client, apparently, was concerned that Russian
readers would not understand his brand names unless they
were transliterated into Russian.
Future Trends
In today’s emerging global market, we are beginning to
see the creation of long-term relationships. These relationships will give translators an opportunity to act proactively to
help establish work processes and methods that will result in
a better overall product while minimizing wear and tear on
the translator.
Examples of this include the organization of documents to
include both Russian and English versions of the text in one
file and the use of configuration management techniques to
avoid problems that result when source text is revised without
revising target text. It also involves activities such as the creation of project glossaries with the active participation of endusers on both sides of the relationship.
Some may argue that such trends change the basic role of
the translator, and I would not disagree with such arguments.
For, just as computers have forced us to higher levels of flexibility in the creation and delivery of documents, and just as the
worldwide Internet has forced us to improve our research
skills, widespread globalization will force us to undertake roles
that, in the past, we would not have dreamed of undertaking.
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Spelling Geography–Next Step
By Vadim Khazin

(An abridged version of this article was published in the
Spring 1999 SlavFile, Vol. 9, No. 2, pp.4-5.)

I

initiated the discussion on how to spell Ukrainian geographic names in English by publishing the article “What
is the Capital of Ukraine?” in the April 1998 issue of the
ATA Chronicle. Then, at the ATA Annual Conference, I distributed a questionnaire with a selection of Ukrainian geographic names to find out the opinions of fellow translators on
this and another issue (names of administrative divisions in
English and Russian/Ukrainian). Later on, this questionnaire
was published in the SlavFile, the newsletter of ATA’s Slavic
Languages Division.
The number of responses I received from these and other
sources (like the Seminar of Russian Court Interpreters in New
York City) was not as large as I had hoped: up to 20 on most
of the questions. One exception to the low response rate was on
the issue of spelling the name of Ukraine’s capital, where this
number reached 35 because I raised this specific question in a
thread, “Kiev or Kyiv,” on the LANTRA Forum.
I discussed terms for administrative units in an earlier
article (ATA Chronicle, July 2000). Here, I would like to
touch upon another problem: the spelling of geographic
names. I’ll give the results of my “poll” at the end of this
article. But first, is the spelling of geographic names really a
problem? Among the answers I received to this question were
several discouraging ones. They are listed below, followed by
my comments.
1. Who cares? Spell these names in whatever manner that will
satisfy the client.
In most cases, the clients are quite indifferent to such
nuances. However, imagine a client who insists on a certain
improper spelling (not necessarily in geography). Would you
sacrifice your professional ambitions just to suit the client’s
errors? Only on his written demand, I think. And/or with your
footnote in the translation explaining this. Or can it be that, as
some respondents stated, we should use different spelling
depending on what the source language (Russian or Ukrainian)
is? Then, for Kiev, there will probably coexist a dozen or more
versions of the English spelling.
2. The time has not yet come to standardize this.
That was the argument given by one respondent, whose
answers to my questionnaire were almost entirely dual: Kiev or
Kyiv, Nikolayev or Mykolaiv, etc. (only for Ukraine was she
sure about spelling). But how long should we wait? Centuries?
And what to do now? Should we try to find solutions or stay
dual (is there a word “umpteenal”?)?
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3. Why bother discussing this when
there are official bodies whose word
is final?
Now we come to the “official” side
of the story. I found some official and
semi-official materials from both this
country and Ukraine. Starting with
Ukraine, it appears that back in 1996
they issued an “official UkrainianEnglish transliteration table” adopted
by the Ukrainian Legal Terminology
Commission headed by the Minister of
Justice (www.rada.kiev.ua/translit.htm).

…Some argue that the time has not
yet come to standardize this…But
how long should we wait?…
It is quite obvious that their ultimate
goal was to avoid transliterating
Ukrainian names into English from
Russian. Curiously enough, this Commission, as far as I know, did not produce similar “official” tables in any
other language direction (UkrainianFrench, Ukrainian-Spanish, etc., nor
even Ukrainian-Russian). Moreover,
they didn’t produce an EnglishUkrainian table, which would have
been much more appropriate to expect
from them. On the contrary, they mention in a note that “use of the approved
system is not mandatory for the
transliteration of foreign names into
Ukrainian.”
Here are some examples from that
table (it deals not only with geographic, but with other proper names
as well): Yurii, Mykolaiv, Yenakiieve,
Zaporizhia (“an exception for brevity
sake,” as they put it, avoiding the monstrous “zhzh”), and, of course, Kyiv.
Some examples contradict the very
rules they proclaim: the letter / has to
Continued on p. 32
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Spelling Geography—Next Step Continued
be rendered as iu, but they give
Kruкivкa for Kрюкіd кa; the letter И
has to be rendered as y, but they give
Nizhin for Yi;Иy. Almost the only
concession to the traditional English
spelling that they seem to allow is
Crimea as opposed to Krym; they also
allow Black Sea and Dnieper (but the
latter appears only in parentheses after
the official form Dnipro).
Although they proclaim their
system “is binding only for the transliteration of Ukrainian names in English
in legislative and official acts,” the fact
is that it is spreading and penetrating
the media, bringing a lot of confusion.
By the speed it is disseminating one
may wonder whether this might be
binding for the entire world, save probably the restaurants: as one of the
respondents pointed out, “Who’d order
chicken Kyiv?”
Some of my opponents accused me
of being against the independence of
Ukraine, claiming that replacing Kiev
with Kyiv symbolizes its freedom from
Russia. Sure, this is more politics than
linguistics (and, by the way, I cast my
vote for Ukraine’s independence in
1991), but shouldn’t we be consistent?
Let our government demand that their
Ukrainian counterparts “from now on”
spell in their language, e.g., Ntrcfc,
Fhrfycj, or EjiИy UNjy instead of the
current renderings Nt[fc, Fhrfypfc,
Dfi Иy UNjy. And what if this chain
reaction proceeds and the Europeans
start demanding that such traditional
English spellings as Warsaw, Prague,
or Vienna be replaced with Warszawa,
Praha, or Wien? That would be real fun
for us translators, as much as it would
be to see the Ukrainians demanding to
spell their capital in Russian as Rs ЙИd
(exact transliteration).
But let’s leave Ukraine alone. That
country has just recently become independent and transliteration is not their
strongest (and neediest) point. How
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about “official” American sources? Let me inform those who
advised me to just follow the instructions from the U.S. Board
on Geographic Names that its Web address is
http://mapping.usgs.gov/www.gnis. From there you will be
referred to the GNIS (Geographic Names Information System),
developed by the USGS (U.S. Geological Service) “in cooperation” with the above Board. However, this system claims only
to be “our Nation’s official depository of domestic geographic
names information.” As for the foreign names, they “can be
obtained from the GEOnet Names Server, developed and maintained by the National Imagery and Mapping Agency.” The
latter’s production is the “Standard for Countries, Dependencies, Areas of Special Sovereignty, and Their Principal Administrative Divisions, FIPS PUB 10-4,” which stands for Federal
Information Processing Standards Publication.
I have always suspected that people working in such governmental institutions are in no way wiser than professional translators, at least when it comes to transliteration between various languages. But what I found on their Website exceeded my worst
expectations. They list countries and provinces (or other principal
divisions), and their approach to rendering the names in English,
though not explained, appears to be as follows. Names of the
countries are given according to traditional English spelling.
Names of the provinces, if the original language uses Latin
graphic, are given by just reproducing original names (with no
additional letters or diacritical marks), so you’ll see Wien and
Warszawa, not Vienna and Warsaw. If, however, the original language is not based on Latin graphic, they try their best to provide
its closest transliteration, again with no respect to traditional versions. Only on rare occasions do they give a dual rendering, with
the traditional one in parentheses. I found two such examples for
Israel: Yerushalayim (Jerusalem) and Hefa (Haifa).
As for the countries of the former Soviet Union, almost all
of them (even Russia) appear without administrative divisions,
which is the bad news. I was curious to see how they would
render such names as GhИvjhcrИЙ rhfЙ or TdhtЙcrfz
Fd Тjyjvyfz j,kfcnm (on one English-language map issued
in Russia I saw, e.g., Yevrey A.O.). The good news is that they
provide all the names for Ukraine (and Estonia). However, the
Ukrainian “Commission” would probably be disappointed to
see Kyyiv, Misto (literally, Kiev, the City) instead of Kyiv, or
Krym, Respublika instead of their “allowed” Republic of the
Crimea. Most of the names here are adjectives, and they excessively use the apostrophe for m, as in L’vivs’ka Oblast’.
Another piece of advice I received in the course of this study
was to reach the so-called Getty Thesaurus of Geographic
Names (TGN) at www.ahip.getty.edu/vocabulary/ tgn.html, produced by Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles. Their
approach is seemingly quite scientific. They use and mention
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multiple sources and provide multiple renderings for virtually
every geographic name, and the names themselves are given in
accordance with their hierarchy in the country. But they still had
to select one rendering (which they call “preferred”), at least for
the table of contents and for the brief list of “features” (not only
administrative divisions) inside the country. Again, as with the
GNIS, no clear approach is stated, and I could not get one when
I wrote to them (I received only general phrases in response).
I will not discuss other countries here, only Ukraine, whose
preferred name is given as Ukrayina. By this you might conclude that they follow the Ukrainian pronunciation, beating even
the Ukrainian “Commission” that still “allows” Ukraine. But no,
you would be wrong. Some of the names really correspond to
the Ukrainian pronunciation: Kirovohrad, L’viv, but others correspond either to Russian (Rovno, Odessa, Ivano-Frankovsk) or
to some mixture of perhaps Polish and German: Char’kov, Vinnica, Doneck, using alternately j and y for the same sound (Nikolajev, but Kanevskoye Vodokhranilishche [Reservoir]).
Other names look strange without at least some diacritical
marks that would be proper for such renderings as Cernigov,
Zitomir, or Zaporozje. For the Ukrainian capital, the preferred
name is…Kijev; other versions are: Kiyev, Kyyiv, Kyiv, Kiyiv,
Kiev, Kiew, and Könugard. The last one, if anybody wants to
check it (I do not), apparently appears in the Times Atlas of
World History (1994). So now we have Kijev, although in the
same list you’ll find Kyyivs’ke Vodoskhovyshche—not
Vodokhranilishche as you saw above.
What is the conclusion? You will probably agree with me
that we should not rely on “official” or semi-official sources,
hoping they will rid us of the need to decide what to do ourselves. With this in mind, I proceed to the results of my minipoll, which I’ll give as percentages of the total number of
answers, with the “winners” in bold.
1. Ukraine (76); the Ukraine (24).
2. Kiev (69); Kyiv (23); also mentioned Kiyev, Kyiv, and
Kyyov.
3. Kharkov (55); Kharkiv (30); also mentioned Harkiv and
Khar’kov.
4. Odessa (79); Odesa (21).
5. Lvov (56); Lviv (17); also mentioned L’vov, L’viv, and Ljviv.
6. Zaporozhye (53); Zaporozhe (16); also mentioned Zaporizhya, Zaporozh’e, Zaporizhzhya, Zaporizzhya, Zaporizhzhja, and Zaporizhia.
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7. Chernigov (74); Chernihiv (21);
also mentioned Chernighiv.
8. Chernobyl (74); Chornobyl (16);
also mentioned Chornobyl’ and
Chornobylj.
9. Nikolayev (53); Nikolaev (21);
Mykolayiv (16); also mentioned
Mykolayev and Mykolajiv.
10. Rovno (67); Rivne (33).
11. Krivoi Rog (45); Krivoy Rog (25);
also mentioned Kryvyy Rih,
Krivyi Rih, Krivoy Rog, Kryvyj
Righ, and Kryvy Rih.
12. Lugansk (68); Luhansk (16); also
mentioned Luhans’k and Lughansjk.
13. Chernovtsy (72); Chernivtsi (22);
also mentioned Chernivci.
14. Dnieper (45); Dnepr (25); Dnipro
(15); also mentioned Dniepr,
Dnyapro (the latter only for
Belarus).
15. Dniester (50); Dnestr (25); Dnister
(15); also mentioned Dnester,
Nistru (the latter only for Moldova).
Although, as we see, in most cases
traditional spelling (based on the
Russian) prevailed, I would not yet
consider the problem resolved. Let us
continue discussion, focusing on the
following points:
1. In which cases or situations (or
maybe geographical/administrative
levels) should the priority be given
to nontraditional (Ukrainian-based)
English spellings? Of course, a similar question can refer to the names
from other ex-Soviet republics.
Continued on p. 42
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English Loans in Polish—Linguistic Change in the Making
By Ursula Klingenberg

T

he Polish language is under a
barrage of foreign loan words
that come almost exclusively
from one direction: the West. At least
that is the opinion of linguistic purists,
who point their accusatory finger
specifically at the English language,
which has been popularized through
the universal hegemony of American
culture and used as the lingua franca of
the Internet and the European Union.

…When history shifts into high gear
there is no time for expert linguistic
consultation, and so terms perceived
as useful or necessary to describe
topical situations will be drawn freely
from other languages that have them
readily available…
Indeed, the impression one gets from
following the public appearances of
politicians, business people, and personalities in the Polish media, as well as
various forms of advertising, is that
Anglicisms and Americanisms are all
pervasive. They appear as brand names
(pampersy, teflon, skocz [Scotch
whiskey], lycra) in the terminology of
politics and economics (mened˝er,
sponsor, dumping, PIT [Personal
Income Tax]), in marketing and advertising techniques (public relations, spot,
billboard), in sports and recreation
(play off, cheerleaders, karawaning),
and in entertainment (talk-show, kompakt [CD], wideo klip). English borrowings are rife among younger language
users, who are especially receptive to
the influence of the media and eager to
participate in the benefits of a consumer
society with its fast foody (fast foods),
fitness-cluby, autoleasing, and muzyka
techno. The demands of the market
economy have created new occupations
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for which there are no vernacular equivalents: broker, copywriter, deweloper. Finally, there are professional groups, such as
economists or computer scientists, who, in order to facilitate the
global exchange of information and technology, adopt English
words to designate new ideas or devices (pecet [PC], laptop, bajt
[byte], tranking [trunking]).
All of this linguistic appropriating is occurring against the
backdrop of broad economic, cultural, and social changes that
have taken place in all the countries of Central Europe following the political upheaval of 1989. It is inevitable that
changes of this magnitude shake up linguistic norms while
undermining existing authorities and patterns of behavior. New
phenomena, concepts, and devices call for new names. When
history shifts into high gear there is no time for expert linguistic consultation, and so terms perceived as useful or necessary to describe topical situations will be drawn freely from
other languages that have them readily available. To a sociologist trying to reconstruct the Polish reality of the 1990s, loan
words can be treated as keywords to understanding what was
happening along the way in terms of political and economic
reform. For example, the word konsensus was widely used
during the days of the early compromise government, which
included communists and opposition representatives. The subsequent diversification of the political scene highlighted the
question of opcja polityczna (political option), and about the
same time lobbyÊci (lobbyists) appeared to further their various
causes. More recently, the term lustracja (to screen out public
servants with a history of working for communist security
forces) has been on everybody’s lips. The word has been borrowed from Czech (Latin being the original source).
Is it any wonder that Poland, held back in its development
for several decades along with other Central European countries, is now retracing the steps of the more advanced western
democracies and borrowing from their linguistic stock in the
process? After the transition period is over, Polish will come
out enriched by the experience while the inherent logic of the
language will take care of either assimilating loan words into
the system or replacing them with vernacular terms. This is the
line of reasoning adopted by more dispassionate commentators, who also point out that it is not the first time Polish has
been confronted with a massive influx of foreign material.
As with any language, Polish can attribute some of its
vocabulary to direct and indirect contacts with linguistic neighbors. From the beginning of its thousand-year history as a distinct language, Polish borrowed from other Slavic tongues,
especially Czech (particularly so since it was from Bohemia
that the nascent Polish state adopted Christianity) and from
German. Latin and Latin-Greek influences on Polish came
early, both directly and through the medium of third languages,
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and remained strong for as long as Latin kept its status as the
Pan European language of the aristocracy and educated
classes. In fact, its predominance is blamed for slowing down
the development of literary Polish. Even as late as the 17th and
18th centuries, many people of any learning were given to the
practice of macaronics, i.e., of mingling Latin words and
phrases into their native speech and writing. In the late 18th
and early 19th centuries, the language of choice became
French, which reflected its dominant position in European politics and culture. For a better part of the 19th century until the
end of World War I, Poland disappeared from the map, having
been partitioned among the three neighboring empires:
Prussia, Russia, and Austria-Hungary. Thus, the country fell
under the influence of the Russian and German languages.
Although divided and concentrated on fighting various forms
of oppression, it emerged after regaining independence with its
modern national language well suited to take on any challenge.
Poland’s protectionist attitudes towards its language can be
traced back to the period when the country was being partitioned. Faced with the onslaught of Russification and Germanization in public life and education, Poles rallied around their
language as a means of maintaining their national identity and
a sense of pride. Foreign influences were promptly identified
Table 1
atrament (ink); dom (home); tablica
(board)
From German:
burmistrz (city mayor); fartuch
(apron); jarmark (market)
From Czech:
czerwony (red); op∏atek (wafer); serce
(heart)
From Russian:
cha∏turzyç (to moonlight); czajnik (tea
kettle); sojusz (union)
cera (complexion); fraszka (trifle);
From Italian:
zbir (thug)
From French:
bluza (blouse); fotel (armchair); szarlotka (apple cake)
From Ukrainian:
hultaj (rascal); portki (pants);
wiedêma (witch)
From Byelorussian: ha∏as (noise); morda (muzzle); posag
(dowry)
From Hungarian: dobosz (drummer); hejna∏ (reveille);
juhas (shephard)
From Turkish:
at∏as (satin); dywan (carpet); torba
(bag)
From Latin:

and resisted (there was a widely publicized instance of school children going
on strike when teachers forced them to
say prayers in German). While the language in popular circulation assimilated a number of loan words from the
hegemonic languages, the educated
elite saw it as their role to act as
guardians of linguistic purity.
Thanks to interactions with foreign
languages at various points in its history,
modern Polish includes in its lexical
repertoire the items listed in Table 1.
If you asked an average Pole on the
street whether the words listed in Table 1
are loans from foreign languages, the
answer would most likely be an unequivocal “no.” These and many other borrowings, both from languages genetically related to Polish and typologically
remote from it, entered the language in
historically distant times and became so
well assimilated that they are hardly perceived as nonnative. Even better camouflaged to act as elements of Polish syntax
or lexis are many semantic loans and
calques. For example, rozpracowaç (to
analyze) is a calque of the Russian
razrabotat and the German czasopismo
(periodical) is a loan translation of the
German Zeitschrift).
Now ask your respondent how he or
she feels about words such as czempion
(champion), rewolwer, or stres, and you
are likely to elicit confirmation of the
foreign status of these terms. English
loan words started entering the Polish
language no sooner than towards the end
of the 19th century, and the process
accelerated particularly after World War
II—hence, even the early loans still
sound foreign to the majority of language users. The semantic fields initially
represented were sports (maritime in particular), as well as economy, trade, and
technology. English also served as an
intermediary or the etymological source
Continued on p. 36
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English Loans in Polish—Linguistic Change in the Making Continued
of many so-called internationalisms—
words, often artificially coined, with
similar form and meaning in many languages: analiza (analysis); telewizja
(television); frustracja (frustration); and
kserokopia (photocopy). The 1960s and
1970s ushered in the terminology of
entertainment, popular music, and
fashion: singiel (single, a phonographic
record); playback; d˝ez (jazz); and
d˝insy (jeans). Some of the terms represented the ideological forbidden fruit,
which probably added to their attraction.
While the language of technology,
economy, and journalism still accounts
for many new loan words, the 1990s
opened a cornucopia of Anglicisms
and Americanisms in areas previously
little affected by them, such as political
life and institutions, food, cosmetics,
toys, TV programs, business logos,
billboards, newspaper ads, commercials, and everyday conversations.
Let’s take a closer look at some of
the phenomena associated with the
intensified process of English borrowings into Polish. Few language experts
still insist on resisting borrowings in
scientific and technical terminology,
where English has been the official language for several decades. Initially, the
time-hallowed Polish prescriptive tradition warned against the excessive use of
loans in computer language. There was
an early attempt at grafting mlasnàç in
place of the omnipresent to click, but it
met with the universal “thumbs down”’
in the democratic community of computer users. They were easily persuaded, however, to replace to drag
with przeciàgnàç, which indicates
healthy linguistic intuition about the
assimilative potential of either term.
And so we read that we should “kliknàç
na ikonk´, przeciàgnàç jà do nowego
pliku i zasejwowaç” (click on the icon,
drag it to the new file, and save it). To
name other examples that will need no
glossing, there is interfejs, menu,
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kursor, link, justyfikacja, desktop, zeskanowaç, ploter, wirtualny,
and, finally, mailowaç (to e-mail). With new terms entering the
language daily and borrowing being the easiest way of naming
new designates, linguists gave up a long time ago, leaving the
field to computer professionals for whom the ultimate criteria of
linguistic appropriateness are communicativeness, facility, and
linguistic economy. If it is any consolation, the same process is
taking place in many other languages, and by now the computer
terms involved have acquired the status of internationalisms.
Yet, even in a field so strongly dependent on English there
are options, or, more correctly, pairs of doublets:
italika
font
kompatybilny
chip
software
wyboldowaç

kursywa
czcionka
zgodny
uk∏ad scalony
oprogramowanie
wyt∏uÊciç

And many more in other fields:
image
briefing
generowaç, kreowaç
deficyt
healer
finalizowaç
monitoring
partycypacja
preferowaç
ranking
sponsor
kondycjoner

wizerunek, obraz
konferencja prasowa
tworzyç, stwarzaç
niedobór, niedostatek
uzdrowiciel
koƒczyç
obserwacja, kontrola
uczestniczenie
woleç
zestawienie
fundator
od˝ywka

The terms on the left above represent borrowings that are at
various stages of assimilation. But the reasons for their borrowing seem dubious, since there already are synonymous
words that convey exactly the same meanings. Such loans do
not fill a gap in the lexical system of the language into which
they are borrowed, nor do they provide a better alternative in
terms of language economy. The purpose they serve seems to
be to introduce novel technical and foreign-sounding elements.
As such, they reflect a degree of the pretentiousness (or lack of
discernment in native resources, depending on interpretation)
found in the trend for new loans. This trend is brought into particularly sharp focus with occupational names:
florysta
typistka

kwiaciarz
maszynistka
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account executive
tax advisor
dealer
mened˝er*

ksi´gowy
doradca podatkowy
handlowiec, sprzedawca
kierownik

(* The last term entered Polish from French as mena˝er a good
many years ago, and was used to denote a person in charge of
organizing sports or entertainment events. The more recent
borrowing from English introduced a broader meaning of the
term that has gradually replaced the earlier one.)
Undoubtedly, there are a number of loan words whose
adoption fills a gap in the Polish lexical system. No one has yet
devised a term that could replace bud˝et (budget) and leasing,
marketing, broker, faktoring, copyright, and dumping would all
need lengthy definitions to explain. English is very successful
at verbally compacting complex notions. Its characteristic
economy is transferred to Polish along with gad˝et (gadget),
japs (yuppies), establishment, playboy, punk, or grant.
An option for high status variants associated with English
can be detected in substituting graphemes specific for that language in Polish business names, such as Poly-Graph, Xero,
Color-trick, and LeÊnix’s Pub. Instead of assimilating foreign
loans, a reverse process is at work here to give an exotic flavor
to native phonemes. It can be viewed as another manifestation
of a tendency for loans to resist assimilation and emphasize
their foreign origin.
For some time, Polish has had a stock of English phrases to
be used without inflection as quotes (bye-bye, non-stop, sorry
[often meaning excuse me], fair play, thanks, know how, OK).
This list has become much longer in recent years to include
biznes lunch, last not least, weekend, happy, made in..., yeah,
peep-show, joint venture, and many more terms which are
used in professional jargon. Such unassimilated loans are
fairly common in all languages, especially among young
people, reflecting an increase in bilingualism. These words
usually take the form of nouns, and less frequently verbs,
adverbs, or interjections. Currently, the interjection “Wow!” is
causing alarm among parents and educators in Poland. Popularized by films and TV commercials, this little discourse
marker has taken hold on an unprecedented scale. It is likely
to be heard from young people and small children in all
solicited and unsolicited situations, almost completely
replacing ojej, rety, o rany, and scores of other expressions of
wonder and surprise. This leads some to hypothesize that English must have indeed made dangerous inroads in the subconscious of the young generation, since its influence can be
heard even in their seemingly spontaneous exclamations, to
the detriment of their native tongue.
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Other high frequency English
words are super and ekstra. They are
used as discourse markers to denote
emotionally loaded affirmation:
A: Jaki by∏ film? (What was the film
like?)
B: Super/Ekstra!
As morphemes, they form an endless
series of hybrids: superoszcz´dny (super
economical), superkonkurs (super
attractive contest), ekstrazabawa (super
fun), and ekstramodny (exceptionally
fashionable). The process is clearly
stimulated by advertising, but it is also
widespread in everyday speech, where
it competes with native forms of
expressing the superlative degree.
Other morphemes that display new
productivity derived from structural
processes characteristic of English, especially in its technical variety, are: biznes
(biznesplan, biznescenter), auto (autocz´Êci [auto parts], autopomoc [auto
assistance]); euro (euroturystyka [European tourism], eurowybory [European
elections]); eko (ekorozwój [ecological
development], and eko˝ywnoÊç [ecologically produced food]). Interestingly, similar processes were occurring on a much
smaller scale before 1990, when Polish
was exposed to strong Russian influences. Politbiuro, socrealizm, specbrygada (special brigade), and politruk
(from polit[içeskij] ruk[owoditel]—
political officer) were some of the loans
dating back to that period, but the
process itself was then branded as conflicting with native Polish resources for
word formation. Biuro polityczne, or brygada specjalna, was used instead. The
native Polish linguistic resources have
not changed since then, but resistance to
foreign loans has definitely lowered.
Polish places its adjectives in either
the attributive or postpositive position
Continued on p. 38
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English Loans in Polish—Linguistic Change in the Making Continued
with an incumbent variation in meaning.
For example, szary niedêwiedê is “a
grey bear,” the color being the feature
of that particular animal—attributive
use. On the other hand, niedêwiedê
szary (!bear grey! grizzly bear) represents a class of animal for which the
particular color is a defining characteristic—postpositive use. There are noun
phrases where the incorrect placement
of an adjective will not determine the
meaning, but it will make them sound
odd. The language of the media and
popular interactions frequently abandons that distinction, which results in
phrases like wirtualna rzeczywistoÊç
(virtual reality), polityczny pluralizm
(political pluralism), and europejskie
paƒstwa (European countries). It is
not difficult to surmise that English,
with its adjectives appearing predominantly in the attributive position, and
sloppy translating are responsible for
the interference.
The sense of the linguistic norms
being violated is especially acute when
English inflectional patterns replace
productive Polish morphological
mechanisms, as in sponsoring versus
sponsorowanie. On the other hand, the
system is mostly successful at overwhelming borrowings in terms of subjugating them to the rules of the native
grammatical paradigms:

Wype∏niaç PIT-y (to fill out tax return forms)
kwalifikacje mened˝erskie (managerial qualifications)
cena z VAT-em (price including VAT)
graç na ofsajdzie (to play off side)
S-ka, M-ka, L-ka [pronounced eska, emka, elka] (a garment in
small, medium, or large sizes)
Nie mamy ju˝ chipsów ani cornflakesów (We are out of chips
and cornflakes)
fanka skateboardzisty (skateboarder’s female fan)
Graphic and phonetic adaptation of loan words is a process
in the making, with older terms being well assimilated and
conforming to native phonological systems: dres (sweat suit),
drybling (dribbling), bukmacher (bookmaker), mecz (match),
d˝em (jam). Newer loans resist assimilation and, consequently,
behave more arbitrarily; their realization is not yet officially
codified, thus causing them to depend on language users’ intuitions, cf., several versions for biznesmen/businessman/
biznesman to denote an individual, or spraj/sprej/spray.
One less apparent area of borrowing is semantic loans.
Here, the word or phrase already exists in the recipient language, but its meaning is modified in conformity with a foreign
semantic pattern. Dozens of Polish words now mean something more than they used to mostly because they are similar
(though not identical) in form and meaning to corresponding
English terms. Their old meaning still applies, but the semantic
area has been extended (see Table 2).
Calques, or loan translations, are another type of semantic
borrowing in which words or compounds from the source language are adopted after being translated into the target language.
Nastolatek (from teenager) was an early instance of that process,
followed more recently by: byç na topie (to be on top); numer
jeden na Êwiecie (number one in the world); postawiç
wyzwanie/sprostaç wyzwaniu (pose/stand up to challenge);

Table 2
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Polish word

English equivalent

Old meaning

New additional meaning

Promocja

promotion

advancement (to a higher grade,
title, rank)

advertising a product; publicity

Definiowaç

to define

to formally identify the meaning,
qualities of a concept

to explain, describe, make clear

Dieta

diet

a restrictive food regimen

an assortment of foods one eats

Konferencja

conference

formal meeting

an association of athletic teams

Protektor

protector

guardian

a protective agent

Molestowaç

to pester

to harass with petty irritations

to make unwanted sexual advances
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szampon i od˝ywka w jednym (shampoo and conditioner in one);
kasa (cash [colloquial]); a loan-blend pracoholik (workaholic);
and the most notorious, dok∏adnie, used to mean precisely or
exactly so when expressing strong affirmation or agreement.
While loans can be pinpointed and analyzed in detail, there
is one elusive thing about them: who first introduced them? The
exact chronology is difficult to trace, but we could narrow down
the circle of suspects: journalists, politicians, scientists, musicians, athletes, business people, and—yes—translators and
interpreters. As the number of bilingual speakers and the popularity of English grow, there are more opportunities for interlanguage contact and ad hoc translating. Of the professions
listed above, only the last two are characterized by sufficient
qualifications and linguistic insight (and, no doubt, a healthy
dose of criticism towards language phenomena) to handle the
job. But their representatives are not always the ones who perform it, as the many mistranslations among loans attest. The
likelihood is that most loans could be squarely put down to the
agency of other, less linguistically adept, language users.
And once these loan words have been introduced, they fall
on fertile ground. However, not all Poles are enthusiastic about
English borrowings. A recent survey* showed that a quarter of
the respondents do not understand loan words, and just as
many believe that they are overused. Only 28 percent admitted
that loans are used extensively in their community. However
large the group, it is the mass media that determines the frequency of use and sets the linguistic norm for an average Pole.
There may be only as many as 200 new loans that have entered
the language in recent years (and according to linguists’ calculations, the numbers in previous decades were comparable),
but public opinion is alarmed by their heavy, fashion-motivated use among young educated professionals.
The Language Culture Committee (Komisja Kultury J´zyka)
of the Polish Academy of Science was established in 1996 for
codifying the changes that have already taken root in Polish and
for developing an official stand on pertinent linguistic phenomena.
A citizen can turn to it for an opinion on the name selected for his
new baby (they advise against Denis and Martin in favor of
Dionizy and Marcin), and retailers are encouraged to ask what
they should call some items of imported merchandise in Polish. In
fact, they have now every incentive to do so, since in May of this
year a law on protecting the Polish language went into effect. As
a result of this law, every shop and market owner will, on pain of
heavy fines, have to mark the merchandise in Polish and provide
Polish-language instructions. Contests are also being organized to
coin corresponding neologisms. Some of the results include:
weekend
handout

zapiàtek
rozdajka
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e-mail
deweloper

listel
budotwórca

There is still much uncertainty—and
gaiety—surrounding attempts at the
legal regulation of foreign loan words.
Examples of similar efforts in France
and Britain show their limited success.
Yet, in the era of anxiety over globalization and European unification, many of
the 50 million Polish speakers at home
and abroad feel that the language is an
important means of preserving their
national identity. They feel that a balance
needs to be struck between linguistic
innovations that make Polish an efficient
tool for modern communication and conservative tendencies that will protect the
language’s distinctiveness. Polish has
stood up to many challenges. Let us
hope that it will survive the onslaught of
English borrowing without much
diminution to its linguistic stock.
Note
* The survey results after an article by
Wolny, M. (2000). “Plamy na
j´zyku.” Polityka, no. 37, p. 6.
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Miffed, Upset, Angry, or Furious?:
Translating Emotion Words
By Jeremy Brown and Peter J. Silzer

T

ranslators all realize that they
are unlikely to find a one-toone correspondence between
words in any pair of languages, no
matter how closely related. Although
German hund refers to “dog” as a
generic term, the related English word,
hound, is restricted to one of the several dozen types of dog. Even if we
compare German hund and English
dog, we will find a wide variety of

…the understanding of an emotion
word includes information about the
“internal state” of the person
experiencing the emotion and about
the “reason for its occurrence”…
areas in which the two terms do not
overlap. We would not expect hund to
adequately translate the extended or
figurative meanings of all the senses of
the word dog (e.g., “to dog someone’s
steps,” “dog faced,” “dogleg,” “put on
the dog”). Translators must be alert to
these issues as they work lest they succumb to the dictionary penchant of
identifying a particular word in one
language with one particular word in
another language. Words dealing with
emotions (or feelings) are especially
problematic, since they rarely coincide
from one language to another.
In the 1970s, a local radio personality in Chicago used to play a word
game that went like this: a character
trait is stated as a virtue in my own life,
a less desirable trait in your life, and as
a vice in others. For example: “I am
rightfully upset,” “You are angry,” “She
blew a fuse.” The game reminds us of
the subtle nuances between words
describing emotions. English has
numerous ways to describe different
emotions. Someone who is “sad” may
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be described as being blue, down, in a funk, low, or unhappy.
The idea of being “happy” includes such terms as elated, joyful,
up, or upbeat. Many words relate to “anger” in English: angry,
aggravated, furious, hurt, outraged, peeved, slighted, ticked
(off), upset, and so on. To translate these difficult emotion
words, a translator must first understand what the term indicates
in the source language (SL) and then consider how to express
the same meaning in the receptor language (RL).
Iordanskaja (1974) proposed that the understanding of an
emotion word includes information about the “internal state”
of the person experiencing the emotion and about the “reason
for its occurrence.” An understanding of “angry” in English
would thus include a “feeling” element (e.g., physical manifestations associated with the emotion) and an explanation of
what happens when someone gets “angry.” She divided
Russian emotion words into “positive” or “negative” emotions
and “active” or “passive” emotions. In this schema, two
Russian words often glossed as “grief” in English can be distinguished by the active versus passive nature of the emotion:
gnev is perceived to be a negative, active state, while
ogorãenie is a negative, passive state.
Anna Wierzbicka, a native Polish speaker who has done
extensive semantic research in Polish, English, German, and
Russian, suggests that there are underlying prototypical scenarios for emotion words in each language. The emotion concepts that are considered basic in one culture may vary significantly from the emotions that are seen as basic in another.
Without first comparing the basic underlying assumptions that
each language ascribes to its emotion words, the translator is
likely to miss key elements of the translation. In her 1999
monograph on emotion words, Wierzbicka stresses that there
is no standard list of universal emotions. In fact, the very distinction between “feelings” and “emotion” is not necessarily
made in languages other than English. In Bahasa Indonesia
(Indonesian), the term emosi refers only to strong negative
emotions such as anger and cannot be applied to such positive
emotions as joy or happiness. Rather, the emotion words of a
given language must be understood within the context of that
language and culture.
By comparing prototypical scenarios for the emotion
words in the SL and RL, the translator can see which aspects
of the two languages’ emotion words are in harmony, and
which aspects are in conflict. One rather exacting way to compare definitions of the words is by using Natural Semantic
Metalanguage (NSM), a semantic tool developed in the writings of Anna Wierzbicka and Cliff Goddard, among others.
NSM, or “reductive paraphrase,” seeks to express the meaning
of words by using a small set of basic terms or “semantic
primitives,” such as “good,” “bad,” “think,” “say,” etc.
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Wierzbicka (1999:36-38) lists proposed primitives in English,
Spanish, and Malay.
Goddard (1998:99f) presents a good example of how NSM
can help a translator understand emotion words. The Malay
word marah is often translated as angry in English. However,
when the concepts underlying marah and angry are compared,
it becomes clear that there are significant differences between
the two. Both come as the result of one person doing something bad, and the second person being affected by this and
feeling “bad” (angry or marah) because of it.
The difference between the Malay and English words lies in
what specific type of action causes the emotion, and what the
specific reaction is. Wierzbicka (1999:87-88) proposes that
since anger can stem from such a wide variety of “bad”
stimuli, the best NSM definition of anger leaves the cause very
generic and undefined. In the language of reductive paraphrase: “That person did something bad, and I don’t like it!”
In comparison, Goddard points out that the cause of feeling
marah is much more specific. Marah is the result of an intentional personal offense; the malefactor knowingly committed
the “bad” act, all the while realizing it would displease and
offend the other person. Thus, the causal component of marah
is more specific than that of anger. In Malay, the reductive paraphrase would state: “That person did something bad, and I don’t
like it! And they knew I wouldn’t like it when they did it!”
The reaction of a Malay speaker who feels marah is passive
but intentional. The offended party assumes a certain sullen
tone of voice and a removed demeanor towards the offender.
The idea is that this change of attitude will indicate to the
offender that he or she has done something wrong, and his
knowledge of what he did, and his guilt over having caused the
other to feel marah, will lead him to rectify the situation.
Anger, on the other hand, can produce a wide variety of
reactions, varying as greatly as the range of possible causes.
Prototypical responses include shouting at the offender to
inform him of the transgression, violence, or some other form
of retaliation. Anger can also be internalized, like when the
angry person ignores the offense or exhibits a sullen attitude or
sulking that is closer to the meaning of marah.
Goddard (1998:100) explicates marah in the following way:
X rasa marah (pada Y) (X feels marah [towards Y])
a) Sometimes a person thinks something like this (about Y):
b) Y did something bad.
c) Y knows I do not want Y to do something like this.
d) I feel something bad because of that.
e) I want Y to know this, not because I say anything about it.
f) Because of this, this person feels something bad.
g) X feels like this.
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Wierzbicka (1999:88) explicates
angry in the following reductive
paraphrase:
X was angry (with Y)
a) X felt something because X
thought something.
b) Sometimes a person thinks about
someone:
c) “This person did something bad.”
d) “I don’t want this person to do
things like this.”
e) “I want to do something because of
this.”
f) When this person thinks this, this
person feels something bad.
g) X felt something like this
h) because X thought something like
this.
We realize that the NSM is difficult
to understand without more explanation, but the distinction between marah
and angry is clearer than with any other
less rigorous explanation. NSM seeks
to avoid circularity and the use of more
difficult terms such as is typical in standard dictionaries. For example, the
Random House Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary defines anger as “a strong
feeling of displeasure and belligerence
aroused by a real or supposed wrong”
and then defines angry as “feeling
anger or strong resentment.”
Based on the distinctions that
appear after a closer examination of
these words, it should be clear that
angry and marah would only be appropriate translations of each other in very
limited circumstances. In the sentence
“I was so angry, I wanted to scream,”
marah would not be an appropriate
translation because the response
(screaming) would not fit with the
Malay concept of marah that states “I
want Y to know I feel something bad,
not because of anything I say.” SimiContinued on p. 42
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Miffed, Upset, Angry, or Furious?: Translating Emotion Words Continued
larly, using angry as an equivalent for
marah is not always adequate because
angry is so generic. Another word
(e.g., offended, fuming) might convey
the idea more accurately.
Wierzbicka (1999:31) also notes that
anger can be controlled, directed,
released, and vented. In the metaphorical language of emotions in English,
they are talked about as if emotions were
elements that can be contained inside a
person. For example: “I could not contain my anger”; “She stifled her emotions”; “It is not good to suppress your
feelings”; “He blew his top.” A crosslanguage comparison of Malay marah
will not yield the same metaphors.

Another interesting comparison can be made between English embarrassed/ashamed and Indonesian malu. Wierzbicka
(1999:108-116) presents a detailed explanation of the difference between embarrassed and ashamed. Indonesian malu is
used in circumstances that English speakers might consider
embarrassing as well as those where ashamed would be more
appropriate to describe an English speaker’s reaction to a particular circumstance. Translating Indonesian malu into English
requires an understanding of what caused the emotion (the circumstances) and an understanding of how an Indonesian
speaker would react.
Although this type of semantic analysis cannot be reasonably undertaken for every word in a translation, it is useful for
key terms and in certain conceptual spheres that are especially
noted for intercultural confusion. Such detailed analysis will
more than repay the effort involved with a more accurate translation of the original intent of the SL text.
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Spelling Geography—Next Step Continued from p. 33
2. Is it justified to use different English spellings depending on
the source language, the country (as for rivers), or maybe
other circumstances?
3. Shouldn’t we strive to create a transliteration table and/or
rules (recommendations) for rendering geographic names
from various Slavic (or rather Cyrillic-based) languages in
English? And how should we make a selection between different possible options? Probably one important criterion
here should be the perception of native English speakers (as
was studied by one of my respondents, who tested various
versions on a group of high school students).
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In Francophone Regalia: A Review of Co-incidences:
poètes anglophones du Québec1
By Albert Waldinger

I

n a poetic tribute to his city of Montreal, Canada, A.M.
Klein wrote that its “English vocable and roll Ecossic,/Mollified by the parle of French,/Bilinguefact your air” (my
emphasis, 1997:90). In other words, in this region it is as natural
as “liquefaction” to move between two languages, making
Pierre DesRuisseaux’s anthology, Co-incidences: poètes anglophones du Québec, as organic as a well-formed crystal.
However, as Monica Heller pointed out in a series of
studies, French and English in Canada are frequently cacophonous, even to the point of being at each other’s throats.
Ottawa’s policy of bilingual appeasement is opposite to
Quebec’s ideological monolingualism, creating a situation of
conflicting patterns of “symbolic domination.”2 Nevertheless,
the two languages remain symbiotically joined at the hip.
No one knew more about the pain of this linguistic joining
than A.M. Klein (1909-1972)—his first name was Abraham
Moses—who carried on a close but troubled relationship with
his own Jewish community as well as with anglophone Canada
and francophone Quebec. He “opted for” English after poignant
reservations: upon the offer of a position at McGill University,
he pooh-poohed the idea while accepting the post—“A Jew
teaching English poetry!” (quoted in Klein, 1994:xiii). Although
he admired Camillien Houde, the mayor of Montreal, he felt out
of place in the French-Canadian community of electors, the
community which gathered outside the walls of the “Assemblée
politique” (a title of a poem in translation, DesRuisseaux, 125126). This world was Catholic, anti-Semitic, and pervasive:
according to Klein, its language “imprints” (imprime, 125)
rather than merely “gives” the “sounds of surplices” through the
air produced by the speaker, who is no liberal Houde but a
nativist substitute. (See Klein [1994:70] for the raw political
event and Klein [1997:115-117] for its poetic formulation.)
Klein goes on to say that this speaker not only “goes for the balloon, his opposition, with pins,” but “pounces” on it (fonce, the
translation of which is on page 126). What’s more, he “praises
the virtue of being Canadien,” an ethnic and nationalistic designation rendered in French italics in both the original and the
translation as a recognition of “a word that French-Canadians
apply only to themselves” (Klein, 1994:65). But Klein was both
a Jew and “clever” anglophone. The term astucieux (126), while
not really conveying the social nastiness of the original epithet,
nevertheless shows the jealous force behind exclusion. After all,
astuce in Jean-Paul Vinay’s Dictionnaire canadien (françaisanglais) can have the pejorative sense of “trickiness,” which is
perfect for Klein’s “Political Meeting.” Furthermore, Klein’s
translator did not flinch when faithfully reproducing the somber
march of the Jewish Montrealer’s realization: “The whole street
wears one face,/Shadowed and grim; and in the darkness
rises/The body-odour of race”—“Toute la rue n’a qu’un
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visage,/ombrageux et sinistre. Et dans
l’obscurité s’éveille/la sueur de la race”
(117/126).
After this, Klein was then forced to
turn his attention to another “race” in
his poetry, namely the Anglo-Saxon
inspired “inscape” of Gerard Manley
Hopkins (1994:127), which expressed
“God bestowal” in such doublets as
“kith and kin” (see “Political Meeting,”
Klein [1997:116]). Generally, such

…French and English in Canada are
frequently cacophonous, even to the
point of being at each other’s
throats…
expressiveness stresses the centrality of
the verb in contrast to the predominantly
nominal French—according to Vinay’s
Stylistique comparée du français et de
l’anglais (1967:102-103). However, the
“rocking and puffing” of a chair on a
Quebec porch in “The Rocking Chair”
(1997:105)—an image representative of
both the motion of a piece of furniture
and of an entire community admirable
for its stability—is translated with
authentic verb-centeredness (chancelants et haletants, 124). For example, the
participial pair “flicked and pinned”
(1997:105), which the translation
matches with catapultés et coincés.
In fact, DesRuisseaux enhances the
verbal, very English thrust. “Révoquer”
or “revoke” (125/105), the motion of
time which the rocking chair imitates,
not only echoes “retourner” or “returns,”
but creates verbal reverberation with
“revient sur sa nostalgie” (125, from
“turns about its longing,” 105) and “revenait à un premier amour” (125, from “as
if always back to a first love,” 105, from
the last lines of “The Rocking Chair”).
Continued on p. 44
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In Francophone Regalia Continued
Of course, the translator cannot
exactly reproduce the half-rimes and
rimes of the original—the “move-love”
and “refrain-pain” which place landmarks on Klein’s rhythm. However, the
douleur of the latter pair compensates
for any shortcomings by creating an
assonance with the poem’s last line, “sa
musique bouge” (“its music moves”),
while at the same time attaching to
“renouée,” a rewording of “repeated”
(105). This captures the morphological
music of Klein’s original, both in sense
and sound. What’s more, the ou is a reiterated step in the poem’s final
progress—“sa musique bouge, comme
si toujours elle revenait à un premier
amour”(125). This is the “alouette” of
“Political Meeting,” which is no longer a
mere folk ditty, political motto, or even
just a “oiseau national” (“national bird,”
125/105), to be put on the flag. It has
now become a symbol of folk emotion.
Such folk emotion could be ironic,
even sardonic, in the epigram-like outbursts of Irving Layton (1912—),
whom The Toronto Star called “Our
National Muse” (Fitzgerald, 1999:1),
and a young poetess, Carolyn Zonaillo
(1947—), looks up to as “l’enérgie
mâle sanctifiée” in DesRuisseaux’s
anthology (260). This is quite the
opposite of the “eunuchism” Layton
found in Canadian life (1965:xxi).
However, whereas Klein’s lines are
relatively long, Layton’s blunt statements are broken down into dramatic
blocks that are often enhanced in translation. For example, the “away” in
“moved away” (Layton, 1965:76), when
given a separate line, becomes the verbal
headword éloignée, whose pronominal
and temporal definition, elle s’est, is
likewise marked off prosodically and
precedes it like the preparation for a
climax (131). The whole “moving
away” (the retreat and rejection) moves
to a conclusion with an epigrammatic
sweep—“I could see/her devotion/to
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literature/was not/perfect”—“J’ai constaté/que son amour/de la
littérature/n’était pas/absolu”(76/131).
Even more polished, cadenced, and strategically delayed is
the march of “Questions” toward a sly anticlimax—“And why
haven’t the poets/made more/of the fact/that man is the only
animal/who sings/and has haemorrhoids”—“Et pourquoi les
poètes/n’appuient-ils davantage/sur le fait/que l’homme est le
seul animal/qui chante/ et qui a des hémorroïdes” (275/133). The
skill is consummate, not only in the matching of the French inversion with the English interrogative order, but also in the stressed
opposition between “sings” and “hemorrhoids” in starkly separate lines. In “Questions,” poetry is not just “literary” small talk
pandering to lust, but carnal and spiritual completeness.
Leonard Cohen (1934—), Layton’s “friend” and sometime
disciple—“though I might more readily consider Frank [F.R.]
Scott [DesRuisseaux, 211-216] and Louis Dudek [DesRuisseaux,
55-61] mentors or teachers” (Fitzgerald, 1999:2)—really does
sing (often accompanied by his own guitar). Thus, both “What I’m
Doing Here” and “Your Death” (Cohen, 1993:45, 270) follow
musical rhythms in which a short and emphatic line is stretched to
a larger unit through melodic elongation, making it possible for it
to coexist with a longer line. Likewise, the atmosphere of incantation often facilitates the binding of strophes through suggestion:
“I have lied/I do not know if the world has conspired against love”
(“J’ai menti/j’ignore si le monde a conspiré contre l’amour,”
45/37) and “dead with spring/dead with the blurred hummingbird.” In the latter case, “trouble” does not replicate the speed of
wings, but it does hint at a “whirring” sound (270/39). Moreover,
the serially apposite idea of “dead with longing” paralleling the
hummingbird is well reproduced by “mort de désir” (270/39). In
addition, French actually enhances the melodiousness through the
readiness of its rimes—what is a pedestrian “I can and I do”
becomes a chanted “Je le peux et je le pense,” chiming with the
“correspondence” of a “thank you” at the end of “Your Death”
(271/40). Such “co-incidence” beautifully suits Cohen’s belief
that “poetry is not a profession; it is a destiny.”3
Statements can be complex models of the mind, especially
under the press of poetry (Harré, 1994:46). Poetry can bestow the
resonance of emotion on what seems like a bald cognitive message. For example, “Beyond all wisdom is the lonely heart” was
the formulation of Ralph Gustafson of Lime Ridge, Quebec
(1909-1995), the francophone province’s major reflective lyricist
in English in the 1980s and early 1990s and the recipient of the
A.M. Klein Prize for Poetry in 1993. In what is both an eloquent
and faithful translation, DesRuisseaux has—“Au-delà de toute
sagesse est le coeur solitaire” (106, see also Bruce Whiteman’s
introduction to Gustafson’s Visions Fugitive [1996]). Here,
Sagesse is well beyond the Catholic doctrine sanctified by Quebec
parishioners. Instead, it is the ultimate peace released by Verlaine.
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Gustafson, in the midst of a linguistically Romance world,
countered with Anglo-Saxon rootedness, which is often difficult to translate. For example, “Snorri’s Saga” from Tracks in
the Snow (1994) imagines a Nordic bard composing a “HeadRansom” (52), which his French translator “chops up” and
makes “analytic” (the term is Sapir’s) with “Rançon de Tête”
(l05). On the other hand, he deals quite successfully with
seemingly simple native English assertions like “How it is
said/Is what it is” (Gustafson, 1996:74). This is raised to a truly
majestic abstraction in “La manière de dire/Est la réalité”
(102)—reminiscent of Wallace Stevens—and is then brought
down to the concreteness of “Umbrellas raised in rinsing rain”
(Gustafson, 1996:74). The French answers this with its own
alliterative downpour—“parapluies déployées sous la pluie
battante” (102)—as if to echo William Carlos Williams’s
image of a “red wheelbarrow after the rains” in a structure of
intimation rather than one of terminal truth and truism. After
all, “so much depends on” absorbing its meaning.
Deborah Eibel (1940—) is the chief revealer of this inferential dependency in contemporary anglophone poetry from
Montreal. Her “statements,” the cadenced focusing of a poetic
eye, appeared in four collections throughout the 1990s with
venturesome titles like Gold Rush (1996) and Making Fun of
Travellers (1992), both summed up and collected in Poems for
the Twenty-First Century (2000). Her work is thus a storehouse
of nondidactic wisdom to be drawn from when needed.
For example, the last quatrain of “Shoveller of the Winter
Snow” (Eibel, 2000:36) or “Pelleteur de neige en hiver,” as
DesRuisseaux renders it (66), suggests an archetypal Canadian
experience.4 In this work, Eibel discovers another way to go
about the homely and difficult task of taking “another road” (just
as Frost did). She learns that the snow-covered road was, in its
own way, “kind” (chiming with the “blinding drifts,” 37)
because it has suggested that unforeseen obstacles can often lead
one to “abandon the beaten path.” (“Outgrow a road” is the original wording [37], which is the source of “abandonner la route”
in the translation [67], which renders the intention accurately,
although “en grandissant” doesn’t really match an English language “growth spurt.”) In fact, this “kindness” is “engageante”
(67), or unexpectedly inviting. Here, DesRuisseaux is compensating for his inability to reproduce the internal echoes through
a dynamic understanding of the heart at the crossroads of choice.
Meaningful compensation also informs the translation of
“When Curators Touched Sea Bottom” (Eibel, 2000:131)—
“Quand les conservateurs de musée atteignirent le fond de la
mer” (69). Of course, the “isolating” and noncombinatory
nature of French, so inimical to the fusional genius of much
poetry, disables Eibel in French from capturing “curators” and
“sea bottom” in one fell swoop. However, DesRuisseaux does
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achieve a rare compositional and phonic
coup. Where the original has a mere
contrast between “shallow water” and
“touching bottom,” DesRuisseaux
unites them in “eau peu profonde,” in
which the lack of depth conceals a
“fond” (69). Such concealment in addition to a burst of significance—“A
violet under a mossy stone,/Half-hidden
from the eye,” as Wordsworth called
it—is basic to Eibel’s seemingly sober
inference.
Heeding every note in the music
natural to the represented anglophone
poets is, accordingly, the way of
Co-incidences. DesRuisseaux allows the
poet to shine in what D.H. Lawrence
called the joy of “the last repast.”
DesRuisseaux both respects and
enhances his originals, just as a sensitive
translator and cultural mediator should.
Notes
1. The full citation is DesRuisseaux,
Pierre (editor and translator). 2000.
Co-incidences: poètes anglophones
du Québec. Préface de Ken Norris.
Montréal: Éditions Triptyque.
2. See, for example, “Language
Choice, Social Institutions, and
Symbolic Domination.” 1995. Language in Society (24):373-405;
“Language Use in Montreal.” 1985,
in Language of Inequality (80-90),
edited by Nessa Wolfson and Joan
Manes; and, more recently, “Heated
Language in a Cold Climate.” 1999,
in Language Ideological Debates
(143-170), edited by Jan Blommaert. Berlin: De Gruyter.
3. Spoken in the biographical video,
“Ladies and Gentlemen…Mr.
Leonard Cohen.” 1999. New York:
Winstar.

Continued on p. 46
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4. Featured in a Claude Jutra film set
in the backwoods of Quebec—Mon
Oncle Antoine. 1971. Ottawa:
National Film Board of Canada.

Gustafson, Ralph. 1996. Visions Fugitives. Preface by Bruce
Whiteman. Montreal: Véhicule Books.
Harré, Rom. 1994. The Discursive Mind. London: Sage
Publications.
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ATA’S DOCUMENT ON
REQUEST LINE
1-888-990-3282
Need a membership form
for a colleague? Want the
latest list of exam sites? Call
ATA’s Document on Request
line, available 24-hours a
day. For a menu of available
documents, please press 1
at the prompt, or visit ATA’s
Website at www.atanet.org.
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CHAPTER PROFILE
The National Capital Area Chapter of the ATA
ATA: What would you like our members to know about your organization?
NCATA: The National Capital Area
Chapter of the ATA was established in
1980 and is now one of the association’s
largest local chapters. Some of our goals
are: to promote recognition of translation
and interpretation as professions; to
advance the interests and concerns of
T&I professionals; to advance standards
of professional ethics, business practices,
and competence; and to maintain contact
with related professional organizations,
educational institutions, government
agencies, private industry, and the media.
ATA: Would you explain your
membership conditions?
NCATA: Membership is open to anyone
actively involved in translating and/or
interpreting, or interested in either field.
Individual membership is available to
translators, interpreters, and others interested in either field. Corporate/institutional
membership is open to business firms,
nonprofit institutions, and public-sector
agencies with an interest in the T&I fields.
ATA: How many members are in your
organization?
NCATA: Currently, around 360 people
are members of NCATA, many of whom
are also ATA members.
ATA: What are a couple of NCATA’s
best features or benefits?
NCATA: The annual Job Fair is always a
big hit. Freelancers and job-seekers have

the opportunity to present their résumés
to recruiters and be interviewed. Individual and corporate/institutional members can meet face-to-face to expand and
enhance their professional network. We
just completed our fourth annual Job Fair
in early June.
ATA: What type of directory do you
offer?
NCATA: NCATA’s Directory of Translators and Interpreters is a searchable, upto-date directory of translation, interpretation, and other language services
offered by its members. To find the right
translator or interpreter for a job, search
by name, language pair, and field of specialization. We also distribute a hard copy
of the directory to a variety of language
services consumers.
ATA: Do you have a publication?
NCATA: Yes, The Capital Translator is a
print and online newsletter published
quarterly. The newsletter carries news,
announcements, summaries of meetings,
dictionary reviews, lists of new books,
jobs, full-length articles, and other interesting features. It is free to NCATA
members, and we also sell ad space.
ATA: Do you offer professional
development opportunities?
NCATA: NCATA hosts professional
development workshops several times a
year, giving members the opportunity to
deepen their knowledge and polish their
skills. A meeting in February consisted of

a series of short presentations by NCATA
members on Italian-English translation
and interpretation techniques and practice.
ATA: What type of public relations
activities is NCATA involved in?
NCATA: For the second year in a row
we’ve volunteered our time to a local
public television station’s fund drive.
Several members gave of their time to
man the phone lines and take donation
information. We are also looking into
doing some pro bono translation work
similar to what ATA did for the Website
of the Everglades National Park last year.
ATA: Any last thoughts?
NCATA: Our steady increase in membership during the past decade testifies to the
importance of the translation and interpretation professions in the Washington,
DC area. So, we must continue to educate
language services consumers, but we
must also provide the solid career support
to translators and interpreters through
professional development and mutual
assistance.
For more information, contact
NCATA President Scott Brennan at:
NCATA
P.O. Box 65200
Washington, DC 20035-5200
Tel. (703) 255-9290
Fax: (703) 393-0387
E-mail: sbrennan@compuserve.com
Website: www.ncata.org/

Help Start a Local ATA Chapter!
There has been interest shown in starting chapters in Minnesota, Utah, or Nevada. This will require ATA members, specifically
Active ATA members, to get involved in the initial petition process.
Becoming an ATA chapter is a great way to increase the community’s awareness of the profession, and also provides a forum for a
cohesive group to discuss and resolve common concerns. ATA chapterhood offers several other benefits such as:
•
•
•

10% dues rebate from ATA
Input on ATA Board issues
Eligibility for seed money for regional conferences
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•
•
•

Logistical support from ATA for mailings, meetings, etc.
Free advertising of the chapter’s existence in the ATA Chronicle
Free advertising of a chapter’s local events

Chapters get together to publicize the availability of local translators
in the business sector, administer regularly scheduled ATA accreditation
exams, and provide a forum for information on the profession. Chapters
may also organize social, recreational, regional conference, and professional development activities for its members. So contact Walter Bacak
(walter@atanet.org) at ATA Headquarters today to help start a chapter
that will benefit you personally and professionally!
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ACCREDITATION FORUM
Coming Out of the Dark Ages (Part 1 of 2) by Terry Hanlen, Deputy Executive Director and Accreditation Program Manager

I

f the most frequently asked accreditation question is “How do I pass the
exam,” the second most popular
question is “When are you going to offer
testing on the computer?” If people can
bank online, shop for almost all their
needs without leaving the house, and
make it or break it in the stock market
from their keyboard, why can’t they gain
ATA accreditation the same way?
Members frequently remind us that our
testing program lags behind the times and
real life working situations for translators.
Translating passages with pen and paper
requires a different way of thinking than
using a computer. It also challenges our
rapidly declining handwriting and
spelling skills. And, believe it or not,
testing by hand complicates life for the
graders and the staff at Headquarters.
Grading could be simplified and greatly
speeded up by taking the guesswork of
indecipherable handwriting out of the
marking. Time spent making up exam
packets, processing completed exams,
copying and mailing them out for graders,
and reprocessing exams when they are
returned could be spent much more productively on other program concerns.
Testing on a computer sounds like a
win/win situation—so what is the holdup?
The Accreditation Committee has
been actively exploring the move to computerized testing for some time, but we
have run up against several roadblocks
that currently prevent us from moving
forward: the nature of our exam, security,
cost, equal access, and current industry
capabilities.
The Nature of the Exam
The current ATA examination consists
of passages in separate specialized categories that are translated by the candidate
as an open book test in a budgeted
amount of time. Those passages are
meant to test analytical skills, problemsolving strategies, knowledge of the
source language, and cultural understanding and writing skills in the target
language. Choosing appropriate passages
for testing—material that offers the
appropriate challenges but does not con-
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tain hidden traps—is one of the most difficult and time-consuming obligations of
a language workgroup each year.
Most computerized tests present multiple-choice or short-answer questions
that can be compiled by the hundreds and
shuffled around and presented randomly
to candidates. Security is not an issue
because of the number and variety of
questions, grading is easy, and the format
can be easily delivered and graded online
either at a testing site or over the
Internet. In the case of short essay questions, programs are frequently designed
to score answers based upon specific
words or concepts that are included in
the answer, rather than picking them
apart for spelling, punctuation, grammar,
sentence structure, as well as strict attention to meaning. There are programs to
check spelling, punctuation, and grammar,
but how many homonyms and incorrect
word choices have escaped you through
these safeguards and how many times
have you disagreed with the grammar
error that the program picked up? Think
of the number of words listed as synonyms in a dictionary which do not provide the exact meaning in the current
context. And the problem is compounded
by the fact that we offer testing in 25 language combinations.
The Accreditation Committee and
program language chairs are adamant
that the current examination is the best
tool to test the skills considered vital for
good translators. We are looking at ways
to improve the fairness and consistency
of the test passages and grading across
language combinations and to provide a
better delivery method, but we will continue to use the current testing format and
keep our own pool of test developers and
graders. The recent Hamm Report noted
that “the translation field presents some
unique challenges for a certification program due to the fact that this profession is
both an art and a science, and there will
always be a certain degree of subjectivity
in translation due to the nature of the
work. ATA is fortunate to be able to use
an actual assessment mechanism for your
examination rather than a simulation

process or knowledge-based multiple
choice examination.”
Exam Security
The committee’s biggest concerns
related to online testing involve exam
security. Because appropriate exam passages are difficult to find, we do not
change the passages for each sitting;
therefore, passage security is a crucial
issue. If we allow computerized testing, it
will have to be done at a proctored testing
center with safeguards to prevent a candidate from copying material. Any early
exposure to examination material gives a
candidate an unfair advantage. Allowing
candidates to use their own computers or
trying to provide computers for group sittings around the country and abroad
offers too many opportunities for violations. We could restrict the examination
to a single annual testing date, as programs in other countries do, but this
would limit candidates’ options, concentrate the burden of grading, and extend
the wait for results.
We are currently researching different
companies who have a network of proctored testing facilities, but we have not
found anyone to provide sites around the
country and abroad and meet our other
requirements. We recently found a company who met many of our needs, but their
sites do not allow candidates to bring any
materials with them, making an open book
test impossible. Their ironclad rule is
related to security and they will not make
exceptions. The use of electronic references is another issue entirely, and one for
which we have no immediate answers.
Next month I’ll address the remaining
matters we are exploring as we seek to
provide a means to offer our testing on
the computer. Although these two articles
describe moving to a computerized exam
as a complex problem, they are not meant
just to outline the negatives. The Accreditation Committee has a workgroup
researching this issue, but we welcome
your feedback and suggestions. Please
feel free to address your comments to
terry@atanet.org.
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The LINGVO 6.5 System of Electronic Dictionaries
Publisher:
ABBYY Software House, Moscow, Russia (www.abbyy.ru)
Publication date:
2000
ISBN:
n/a
Price and where available:
$30, Russian Shopping Club (www.russianshopping.com)
Reviewed by:
Galina Raff and Boris Silversteyn
Technical Review
By Galina Raff
he minimum computer requirements for Lingvo 6.5 are
fairly low. It works on a Pentium PC 133 MHz or higher,
Windows 95 or higher, with16 MB RAM and 80 to 120
MB of free space on the hard drive.
The installation is straightforward. If you plan to install
Lingvo 6.5 on a laptop, it is important to know that the computer must have a 3.5” floppy drive and a CD-ROM drive accessible at the same time. Some laptops (for example, IBM
ThinkPad) have a removable module with interchangeable
floppy and CD-ROM drives. This hardware configuration
makes installation very complicated, if not impossible. The
two-disk installation routine is designed to limit common
Russian software piracy.
While the installation screen appears with several options,
the default installation is recommended because every option
can be, if needed, modified later via the Tools/Option feature
in the main program window. English must be selected for the
interface. The program was created for a Russian user
working with localized Russian Windows and localized applications, so some functionality is lost when it is installed on
U.S. Windows: for example, the Russian-language interface
and copy-and-paste function are not supported on the computer with a typical OS configuration. The user manual is in
Russian only. The activation of the Cyrillic portion of Multilanguage Windows Support is mandatory (Control Panel>
Add/Remove Program>Windows Setup), as is the installation
of the Russian keyboard included with Windows or one of the
commercially available Cyrillic keyboard drivers. Lingvo 6.5
installs its own Cyrillic fonts.

T
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I had no difficulty installing Lingvo 6.0, but installation of
Lingvo 6.5 stalled, so I had to write to technical support. It took
almost a day to fix my problem, which was caused by a wellknown anti-virus software, McAfee. All correspondence was in
Russian, and at the end I received instructions on editing
system files.
I have been using Lingvo electronic dictionaries for about
two years and can attest to the software stability. It does not
cause system crashes and does not interfere with other applications, including other electronic dictionaries.
Content and Usability
By Boris Silversteyn
Lingvo 6.5 is a collection of several English-Russian and
Russian-English dictionaries listed in Table 1 on the following
page. While using Lingvo 6.5, I couldn’t help comparing it to
another family of electronic dictionaries, Multilex 2.0 (1997)*,
also developed in Russia (see Table 2 on page 51). I’ve been
using Multilex for about three years now.
I’ve been comparing the two systems in terms of convenience and ease of use, and the extent to which they are comprehensive and up-to-date. In my opinion, Lingvo is the winner,
but not by a landslide—in certain areas, Multilex has advantages. Several reasons Lingvo scores higher are obvious: it has
more dictionaries, they are more recent, and, hence, include
more new terms and expressions.
Here is the low-down. In fact, I will begin with the term
“low-down.” Lingvo translates it (in the sense that I’m using this
word here) as byajhvfwbz, cdtдtybz, afrns, and lists ins
and outs as a synonym. Multilex, on the other hand, translates
it as gjkyfz byajhvfwbz and provides a couple examples: to
get the low-down on smb.—dsdtдfnm dc/ gjдyjujnye/ and
to give the low-down on smth.—hfcrhsnm gjkye/#bcnbyye/
rfhnbye xtuj-k. The Lingvo version corresponds to the Webster Collegiate Dictionary definition of lowdown, while the
Multilex version is obviously more restrictive.
In terms of ease of use and convenience, Lingvo wins handsdown. First of all, it resides on the hard disk, so the start-up time
is very short, and term access is practically instantaneous. Not
so with Multilex: it can only be used with the CD-ROM in the
CD-ROM drive.
Another Lingvo advantage is that it performs a search in all
dictionaries simultaneously and instantaneously. Multilex
searches all its dictionaries as well, but the search takes longer
and an extra step is required if the word is not found in the open
dictionary. Here is an example: interoperability. Lingvo comes
up immediately with a translation from the LingvoEconomics,

* For a detailed review of Multilex-2, see Galina Raff, Multilingual Computing & Technology, #24, April/May 1999.
Continued on p. 50
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Table 1
Title

Copyright, Author, Year

No. of Entries

LingvoUniversal-E. Universal English-Russian Dictionary
(Fyukj-heccrbq ckjdfhm j,otq ktrcbrb)

ABBYY,
1999-2000

100,000

LingvoUniversal-R. Universal Russian-English Dictionary
(Heccrj-fyukbqcrbq ckjdfhm j,otq ktrcbrb)

ABBYY,
1999-2000

85,000

LingvoEconomy-E. English-Russian Dictionary of Economics
(Fyukj-heccrbq 'rjyjvbxtcrbq ckjdfhm)

ABBYY,
1995-2000

50,000

LingvoEconomy-R. Russian-English Dictionary of Economics
(Heccrj-fyukbqcrbq 'rjyjvbxtcrbq ckjdfhm)
(reverse LingvoEconomy-E dictionary)

ABBYY,
1995-2000

35,000

LingvoComputer-E. English-Russian Dictionary of Computer Science
(Fyukj-heccrbq ckjdfhm gj dsxbckbntkmyjq nt[ybrt b ghjuhfvvbhjdfyb/)

ABBYY,
Ye.K. Maslovskiy, 2000

50,000

LingvoComputer-R. Russian-English Dictionary of Computer Science
(Heccrj-fyukbqcrbq ckjdfhm gj dsxbckbntkmyjq nt[ybrt b
ghjuhfvvbhjdfyb/) (reverse LingvoComputer-E dictionary)

ABBYY,
Ye.K. Maslovskiy, 2000

35,000

LingvoScience-E. English-Russian Scientific Dictionary
(Fyukj-heccrbq yfexyj-nt[ybxtcrbq ckjdfhm)

ABBYY,
1999-2000

150,000

LingvoScience-R. Russian-English Scientific Dictionary
(Heccrj-fyukbqcrbq yfexyj-nt[ybxtcrbq ckjdfhm)

ABBYY,
1999-2000

145,000

Polytechnical-E. Comprehensive English-Russian Scientific and
Technical Dictionary (<jkmijq fyukj-heccrbq gjkbnt[ybxtcrbq ckjdfhm)

RUSSO Publishing House,
1997

200,000

Polytechnical-R. Russian-English Index to Comprehensive English-Russian
Scientific and Technical Dictionary (Heccrj-fyukbqcrbq byltrc r <jkmijve
fyukj-heccrjve gjkbnt[ybxtcrjve ckjdfh/)

RUSSO Publishing House,
1997

120,000

Oil and Gas-E. English-Russian Dictionary of Oil and Gas
(<jkmijq fyukj-heccrbq ckjdfhm gj ytanb b ufpe)

VNIIGAZ, RAO “Gazprom,”
1998

50,000

Oil and Gas-R. Russian-English Index to English-Russian
Dictionary of Oil and Gas (Heccrj-fyukbqcrbq byltrc r <jkmijve
fyukj-heccrjve ckjdfh/ gj ytanb b ufpe)

VNIIGAZ, RAO “Gazprom,”
1998

35,000

LingvoThesaurus-R. Russian Business Lexicon Thesaurus
(Ntpfehec heccrjq ltkjdjq ktrcbrb)

ABBYY,
1997-2000

16,000

LingvoSound-E. Concise English-Russian Sound Dictionary
(Rhfnrbq fyukj-heccrbq jpdextyysq ckjdfhm)

ABBYY,
1997-2000

5,000

and points to another dictionary, LingvoComputer. Multilex’s
response: “The word is not found. Search in other dictionaries”
(hereinafter, “Not found”), even though in this case none of the
dictionaries contain the desired term.
If one makes a minor typo, Lingvo displays the nearest
closely spelled word. This sometimes helps. For instance, when
I typed dinghie, Lingvo responded with dinghy. Typing nimblr
instead of nimble elicited nimble mind—;bdjq, ub,rbw ev.
Multilex doesn’t do this: it displays the irritating “Not found.”
Another example: Multilex responds to stand-off, but not to
standoff; Lingvo responds to both.
If a word has two different spellings—for instance, with and
without a dash—and you type in one version, neither Lingvo
nor Multilex point you to the other. At least Lingvo provides a
term with the closest spelling; Multilex does not. Thus, when
50

searching for standoffish, Lingvo came up with standoff insulator (the next closely spelled word, which doesn’t help at all in
this case), while Multilex displayed the “Not found” message.
Both, though, responded to stand-offish.
This feature of Lingvo (providing a closely spelled alternative) can be helpful. Even when it does not have an exact match,
it can give the translator an idea. Example: duff, as in get off
one’s duff. Multilex offers four translations of duff, two as a
noun and two as a verb, but none of them fits here. Lingvo’s
translations aren’t any better, but it provides a synonym
(another useful feature Multilex doesn’t have), slack, and several of its Russian equivalents (hfc[kz,fyysq, yt,ht;ysq,
ythfдbdsq, ktybdsq, ytjhufybpjdfyysq) point the translator
in the right direction. Incidentally, major bilingual paper dictionaries, including Galperin, Apresyan (reproduced in Multilex),
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Table 2
Title

Author, Publisher, Year

No. of Entries

Apresyan et al., “Russkiy yazyk,”
1993-1994

250,000

English-Russian Dictionary of Economics and Finance
(Fyukj-heccrbq ckjdfhm gj 'rjyjvbrt b abyfycfv)
English-Russian Dictionary of Law
(Fyukj-heccrbq /hblbxtcrbq ckjdfhm)

Anikin, “Ekonomicheskaya shkola,”
1993
Andrianov et al., “Russkiy yazyk,”
1993

75,000

English-Russian Dictionary of Construction
(Fyukj-heccrbq cnhjbntkmysq ckjdfhm)

Korchemkin et al., “Russkiy yazyk,”
1995

55,000

Vinogradskiy et al.,
RUSSO Publishing House, 1995

30,000

Kuznetsov et al., “Russkiy yazyk,”
1980-1996

35,000

New Comprehensive English-Russian Dictionary
(<jkmijq fyukj-heccrbq ckjdfhm)

English-Russian Dictionary of Graphic Arts and Publishing
(Fyukj-heccrbq ckjdfhm gj gjkbuhfabb b bplfntkmcrjve ltke)
Russian-English Polytechnic Dictionary
(Heccrj-fyukbqcrbq gjkbnt[ybxtcrbq ckjdfhm)

Katzner, and the Oxford English-Russian Dictionary, do not list
this meaning of duff. Luckily, Webster’s Collegiate does have
buttocks as one of duff’’s meanings, and gives get off your duff
as an example.
When asked to translate jawboning, Lingvo displays jawbone, but instead of giving a direct translation it refers to jawbone, which requires an extra click (a minor irritation). In this
search, Multilex was better—it translated the noun jawbone as
yf;bv, gfkrf, дe,byf, and the verb as yf;bvfnm,
jrfpsdfnm (uhe,sq) yf;bv cdth[e. When asked to translate
Aurora boreal, Lingvo responded with aurora borealis—
ctdthyjt gjkzhyjt cbzybt; Multilex displayed the “Not
found” message.
But there are “opposite” examples as well. Neither dictionary recognizes tailspin (according to Webster’s, the word tailspin has been in existence since ca. 1917). Multilex recognizes
tail spin and shows tail-spin. Lingvo only responds to tailspin. For tailspin, it shows tails and its synonyms, tail-coat
and dress coat, and for tail spin, tail spring of casing spear.
Multilex clearly wins here, and also in a number of other
cases, e.g., heads-up, cum laude, shockheaded, hands-down
(Lingvo only understands the latter term without the hyphen),
to name a few.
Along with the translation of a term, Lingvo provides examples of its usage, including idiomatic expressions and proverbs.
Lingvo’s Russian Business Lexicon Thesaurus is also a
helpful inclusion. A nonnative speaker of either language might
find the Paradigm feature, which displays all forms of the word
from the Edit line, useful.
Another area where Lingvo has an advantage over Multilex
is that it searches Russian terms as fast as English ones. Multilex is much slower with Russian than with English (my experience here is different from Alexandre Mikheev’s [ATA Chronicle, February 2001, p. 63]), and sometimes it offers completely
unexpected translations. A couple of glaring examples: for vbh,
it comes up with all; ctujдyz is translated as specifically, with
ATA Chronicle • July 2001

50,000

today as a second choice; it offers 95 entries for дjcnjbycndj
(some of them as odd as mancus), but the first choice is desert,
while advantage, merit, virtue, denomination are not included.
This is probably due to the fact that Multilex does not have separate Russian-English dictionaries (with the exception of the
Russian-English Polytechnic Dictionary).
Lingvo is also much better with abbreviations: it has more of
them and translates them more accurately. For instance, Multilex responds to FAA with translating Federal Aviation Administration soil classification system, but not Federal Aviation
Administration. Incidentally, Lingvo is not entirely without
“blame” with this particular abbreviation either: LingvoUniversal translates it as atдthfkmyjt fdbfwbjyyjt futyncndj,
while Polytechnical-E provides atдthfkmyjt eghfdktybt
uhf;дfycrjq fdbfwbtq (CIF).
There are some “points against” Lingvo. It has occasional
typos: there instead of their; дjdtдty instead of дjdtд=n, etc.
(but the user better present the correct spelling—a pair-of-hands
inquiry produced pair-oar; the desired answer came up after
eliminating the dashes). And at least in one case Lingvo’s
response bordered on ridiculous: asked to translate computer
dictionary, it translated computer diagnosis instead (it does not
have a computer dictionary entry).
Should one conclude from this review that Lingvo is the ultimate answer to the translator’s prayers and that Multilex is not
needed anymore? Not at all. Both are helpful. They do not
overlap 100 percent, neither in composition (refer back to the
tables), nor in entries within the same-type dictionaries. I
search Lingvo first and if I don’t find or am not satisfied with
the answer, I turn to Multilex. If I am still not satisfied, I go to
my paper dictionaries. Incidentally, numerous reports on the
death of the latter are greatly exaggerated. Do not discard them
just yet!

Continued on p. 52
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Conclusions
Lingvo 6.5 offers an instantaneous search of almost a million
terms in several general and specialized dictionaries. Its interface is user-friendly, and most of its Cyrillic features are supported on the U.S. version of Windows. It is not expensive and
does not require the latest model PC. Lingvo 6.5 comes with an
editable user dictionary and a utility (DSL Compiler) that converts text files into a Lingvo-compatible dictionary. We recommend it for English<>Russian translators as a valuable addition
to other paper and electronic dictionaries.

As we were writing this review, Abby Software released a
new version of the dictionary, Lingvo 7.0, which includes two
additional dictionaries: the 70,000-entry Russian-English
Medical Dictionary (with a 52,000-entry English-Russian
index) and the 50,000-entry English-Russian Legal Dictionary
(with a 22,000-entry Russian-English index), published by the
RUSSO Publishing House. In addition, the new version of the
software provides better support for Windows ME and Windows 2000.

Figure 1: An example of a word search in Lingvo 6.5 main window and card windows (LingvoUniversal, LingvoScience
and LingvoComputer dictionaries)
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Harrap’s Computers & the Internet Dictionary
English-French/French-English
Publisher:
© Chambers Harrap Publishers Ltd.
Publication date:
1999
ISBN:
0-245-50387-0 (FRANCE)
0-245-606653 (U.K)
Reviewed by:
Françoise Herrmann

T

he Harrap’s Computers & the Internet Dictionary
French-English/English-French is part of a small paperback series of dictionaries called “La vie des@ffaires”
(@Business Life). All of the entries for these dictionaries were
developed and expanded from the database used for the Harrap
Dictionary of Business. This small (5,000 entries) paperback
was thus designed as a practical resource for all business people,
students and translators included, in response to the tremendous
amount of new terminology now found on the Internet.
Of particular interest in this dictionary is an acute sensitivity
to occurring language uses, such as netspeak, and a welcome
mindfulness of the forces at play: inventiveness, borrowing, and
standardization of terms in the fast-moving domain of computers and the Internet. That is, entries are glossed to include
terms used in France and Canada, in the U.S. and Great Britain,
as well as according to the Journal Officiel, a French government publication listing new laws and new French terms, developed in response to the import of Anglicisms. A few “Frequently Asked Questions” (FAQ) boxes are also included to
highlight further controversies of usage.
The cover of this paperback dictionary, and all of those in the
series, sporting “HARRAP’S” in bold red letters on a black
background, is also identical to the Harrap’s Shorter Bilingual
Dictionary French-English/English-French design, which perhaps explains why it is presented as an “indispensable” companion to the Shorter.
In the ever changing and lightning speed world of the Internet,
which has been characterized as an innovative supply chain (Vijayaraghavan, 1998), it is an exercise in futility to find a dictionary in
print that has successfully kept up with the terminological frontier
in this domain. With the exception of the TERMIUM™ database
perhaps, whose teams of translators and terminologists input terms
on a continuous basis, fighting “fire with fire,” there is simply no
way to keep up, especially in the print medium. Consequently,
rather than focusing on what this small paperback inevitably does
not include (and it “lacks-a-lot” in terms of, for example, RIPs
(Routing Information Protocols), raster files, Internet telephony,
and even “mouseovers”), I’ll emphasize what this wonderful little
resource does supply. That is, a lot that you will not find in your
Shorters, or in other large, French-English/English-French institutional giants, such as the Robert & Collins, or the Larousse.
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In a humorous anthropological study of the dot.com world
called A Field Guide to the Yettie: America’s Young Entrepreneurial Technocrat, Sam Sifton notes that “The New Economy
is an ARE; it is an Acronym-Rich Environment…” (p. 3). Hence,
the next time you are seriously contracted for a translation
assignment of netspeak (language use arising in online chat
communication), you are going to wonder how to translate all
the “TLAs” (three-letter acronyms). That is, all “this lingo […]
jargon and slang—a patois made up of business-speak and geek
idiom and pop cultural expression” (p. 127), as Sifton puts it.
Worse still, if you embody more French-language attitudes than
American ones, you may even think that French simply does not
lend itself to the following telegraphic style: AAMOF (as a
matter of fact); BFN (bye for now); IAC (in any case); IWBNI
(it would be nice if); FOLL (following…); FYI (for your information); LOL (laughing out loud); and EOD (end of discussion).
Well, you are in for a surprise, because the Harrap’s Computers & Internet Dictionary not only supplies you with a bilingual glossary of the aforementioned acronyms and abbreviations
(and many more), but it also supplies you with a similar bilingual
glossary of TLAs in French: AMHA (À mon humble avis [In my
humble opinion]); AMA (À mon avis [In my opinion]); Quoi 2/9
(Quoi de neuf [what’s new?]); K7 (cassette); WE (Weekend);
STP (S’il te plait [Please]). Thus, this little paperback companion
not only supplies you with expansions for abbreviations and
acronyms you may have never suspected existed, it also supplies
you with enough to see that TLAs abound in both English and
French, according to the same rules of abbreviation, contraction,
and the pressures of thinking far fster than you can type. And in
this manner it also supplies sufficient material for you to inventively and successfully complete your translation assignment of
the Internet chat expressions in netspeak.
Alternatively, as a student of AREs, you will begin to truly
understand what everyone else is talking about on
Tchatche@Yahoo.fr. Though, for that netspeak experience, you
will also need an index of “Souriants” (Smileys)—these ASCII
character expressions of emotion, which the Harrap’s Computers & Internet Dictionary also supplies for both languages:
:-) Content, je plaisante (Happy, I’m joking)
:-o Choqué (Very surprised, shocked)
:-(( Très triste (Very sad).
Beyond this accurate, perceptive, and welcome inclusion of
Generation-X+10 Internet language usage, this small companion is most useful for general terms in the domain of computers and the Internet, and as a carefully researched source of
translations. That is, a resource where there is a pervasive
awareness of the unknown forces of accepted language usage:
of the push to standardize, the pull to create, and the winnertakes-all breakthrough into usage. Both JO (Journal Officiel)
Continued on p. 54
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translations and occurring translations are listed, for example,
for the terms “Firmware” (firmware, JO: microprogramme) and
“mail” (courier électronique, JO: mél, Canada: courriel). Additionally, for the term “mél” (mail), there is an FAQ box highlighting and explaining the controversial JO analogy of the
abbreviation “mél” with “tél” (telephone), though usage
includes the use of “mél” as a noun. Similarly, you will discover, in the French to English direction, the JO terms
“Butineur” and “Brouteur” both referring to a “Browser” (navigateur). Thus, when there are many possible translations, or
when you are unsure whether to use a direct borrowing, you
may want to consult this companion.
You will also want to consult this companion because the
careful glossing will sort out some of your options and the
nonprescriptive approach will supply you with possibilities
grounded in usage, in contrast to random inventiveness or blind
and uninformed principle. For example, you will find translations for terms such as “to zip” (zipper), “zipped” (zippé), “zip
disk” (cartouche zip), “zip drive” (lecteur zip), which supply
useful confirmation regarding direct borrowing into French, in
contrast to a more conservative translation such as “compresser” (also listed) and its derivatives (non-listed). Similarly,
the glossing will help you target an appropriate translation,
among many, for a term as common as the verb and noun forms
of “chat,” depending on your context.
You will also find translations for very common terms such
as “bullet” (puce); “Internaute” (Netizen]), in a rare instance of
common usage in the opposite direction from French to English; and all the different types of brackets: “square” (crochet),
“curly” (accolade), “round” (parentheses), “angle” (signes

inférieur et supérieur), supplemented by figures of both the
French (AZERT) and the English (QUERTY) keyboards,
glossed for all function keys, including the special Macintosh
function keys. In addition to these figures you have glossed
desktops for both PC and Macintosh and translations glossed
according to Mac or Windows operating systems (e.g., “corbeil” [trash] in Mac, [recycle bin] in Windows). All these features add up to a wonderful reference to mundane, everyday
language use in the domain of computers and the Internet,
which may have previously sent you on some long, indeed very
winding, searches.
The Harrap’s Computers & the Internet dictionary is a small
paperback companion, but it is a most useful resource because
it supplies carefully researched terminology and useful
glossing, a perceptive inclusion of occurring Internet language
uses, and translations for the mundane basics of computers and
the Internet. Even if its size and medium do not for a single
second match the daunting speed of innovations and corollary
vastness of language developments, you may want to consult it
first, for the obvious.
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THE TRANSLATION INQUIRER
Decker, an active
member,
is a freelance
technical
translator
in Danville,
Pennsylvania.

Address your queries and responses to
The Translation Inquirer, 112 Ardmoor
Avenue, Danville, Pennsylvania 17821, or
fax them to (570) 275-1477. E-mail:
JDecker@uplink.net. Please make your
submissions by the 25th of the month to
be included in the next issue.

T

here was a time when the Translation Inquirer had no choice but to
expect that most of his work
would come from translation companies
in New York City and northern New
Jersey. Now, contrary to every expectation, in money terms, most of the work
comes from within the confines of his
own Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Penn’s Woods: the Land of the Linguists!
Governor Tom Ridge and his ragtag band
of polyglots, transforming Valley Forge
into a new Tower of Babel! Does that
sound strange?
Abbreviations used with this column:
D-Dutch; E-English; F-French; GGerman; Po-Polish; Pt-Portuguese; RRussian; Ro-Romanian.
New Queries
(D-E 7-01/1) Generally, the context
being scientific, how do we render
“Stageverlenende instelling”?
(E-G 7-01/2) A ProZ correspondent
needed German for the concept in the
field of nursing of a floater: a nurse who
circulates among various departments of
a medical center.
(G-E 7-01/3) At the end of an Austrian
legal document, the phrase “für die
Richtigkeit der Ausfertigung” appeared. A
Transatlantic correspondent wishes to
know whether “Ausfertigung” refers to the
drafting process as such, or a certified copy.
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Compiled by John Decker

(G-E 7-01/4) Also from across the
Atlantic, a need is expressed to render
“Absetzpunkte” into English. The term
comes from a patent relating to plastic
parts for vehicles: Parts (such as
bumpers, spoilers, and mirror housings)
that are not to be painted must appear
matte so that scratches or “Absetzpunkte” are optically concealed. This is
achieved by providing the surface of the
plastic with a grain.
(Po-E 7-01/5) Working in a business
and financial context, a ProZ correspondent was stumped by “Przeplyw srodkow
pienieznych z przeplywow pienieznych I
jego analiza.”
(Pt-E 7-01/6) Working in a business
and financial context, what English
equivalent can we find for “passíveis de
flexibilização pelas operacionais”?
(Ro-E 7-01/7) This very first query in
Romanian comes from a text on law and
patents: “a admite aclpiune în anulare sau
în constatarea nulitãlpii.” Any ideas?
(R-E 7-01/8) Does anyone know what
nt[yjkjubz PE<RA refers to? This is
from a technical and engineering text, but
no other context is available.
Replies to Old Queries
(F-E 9-2000/6) (“Lecture faites et
invités à lire l’acte”): For “invités,”
Lamar Glenn would have used asked.
(G-E 10-2000/3) (“Aktivrubrum”):
Kriemhilde Livingston gives German
equivalents of this as “Aktenaufschrift,
kurze Inhaltsangabe”: short summary. It
is also the heading of a document, written
deposition, or piece of writing as a designation of its contents.
(G-E 4-01/4) (“Akquiseleistung”):
Antoinette Sixt-Ruth conveys a message
from Corinna Schlueter-Ellner of Munich
that this simply means winning customers
by different means, such as by providing
a service. Kriemhilde Livingston asserts
that the word is obsolete and would be
better replaced by “Werbeleistung”:
advertising effort or performance. “Die
Akquise” is the equivalent of “das Erworbene,” while “akquisitorisch” is “die
Kundenwerbung betreffend,” including

advertising or publicity campaigns, sales
talk, etc.
(G-E 5-01/5) (“Küchenzeile”): Ingeburg von Boehm-Bezing defines it as a
kitchen with all cabinets, appliances, etc.
lined up along one wall only. Kriemhilde
Livingston calls it a small kitchenette or
snackroom. The text given would be
translated as ...with sufficient cupboard
space and fully equipped kitchenette, and
also a winter garden.
(G-E 5-01/6) (“Entgrenzung”): Even
within the context of a corporate discussion, says Kriemhilde Livingston, there
are several possibilities, all centering
around the concept of boundless (“grenzenlos”). Some examples: “zur äußersten
Grenze gehen” (to go as far as one can);
“keine Grenzen kennen” (to know no
bounds); or “über die Grenzen hinaus”
(beyond the bounds of...). Overall, she
suspects the context sentence implies that
certain restrictions are now lifted and a
free hand is given to certain people under
certain circumstances.
(R-E 4-01/6) (njgxfrjdfz cntgm):
Vasily Belov calls the former word a misprint for nbgxfrjdfz cntgm, which is
sheep fescue, a grass of the genus Festuca. Nbgxfrjdfz cntgm refers to the
ecosystem, rather than geographical feature, where this grass dominates the plant
community. The Encyclopedia Britannica calls this a fescue steppe, which is
fairly accurate. But, says Vasily, sheep
fescue grass steppe would be better, at
least at first mention. Viktor Shevelyov
renders it as sheep’s fescue steppes.
Shifra Kilov provides the Latin name for
the plant, Festuca sulcata, taken from
Elsevier’s 1993 Russian-English Polytechnic Dictionary.
There is never any end of queries, but
if you find it a bit eerie that some of the
above queries lack anything but the
sketchiest context, be assured I feel the
same way. The remedy: send me your
OWN queries, all sloppily abundant with
as much context as you like.
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HUMOR AND TRANSLATION

By Mark Herman

Herman is a
librettist and
translator.

The Subductress
our years ago (August 1997) in this column I printed
excerpts from an English synopsis of Bizet’s opera
Carmen, published in the program of an Italian opera
house for the benefit of English-speaking patrons. However,
since it is still being passed around on the Internet, where it is
claimed that the synopsis is still in use at an opera house in
Genoa, I now reprint, for the edification of my illustrious
readers, the entire text:

F

ACT I—Carmen is a cigar-makeress for a tabago factory
who loves with Don Jose of the mounting guard. Carmen takes
a flower from her corsets and lances it to Don Jose (Duet: “Talk
me of my mother”). There is a noise inside the tabago factory
and the revolting cigar-maker-esses burst into the stage. Carmen
is arrested and Don Jose is ordered to mounting guard her, but
Carmen subduces him and he lets her escape.
ACT II—The Tavern. Carmen, Frasquito, Mercedes,
Zuniga, Morales. Carmen’s aria (“The Sistrums are Tinkling”).
Enter Escamillio, a balls-fighter. Enter also two smuglers (Duet:
“We Have in Mind a Business”), but Carmen refuses to pene-

DISPLAY ADVERTISING INDEX

trate because Don Jose has liberated her from prison. He just
now arrives (Aria: “Slop, here who comes!”), but hear are the
bugles singing his retreat. Don Jose will leave and draws his
sword. Called by Carmen shrikes the two smuglers interfere
with her, but Don Jose is bound to dessert, he will follow into
them (final chorus: “Opening Sky, Wandering Life”).
ACT III—A roky landscape, the smugglers shelter. Carmen
sees her death in cars and Don Jose makes a date with Carmen
for the next balls fight.
ACT IV—A place in Seville. Procession of balls-fighters, the
roaring of the balls is heard in the arena. Escamillio enters (Aria
and chorus: “Toreador, Toreador, All Hail the Balls of a Toreador”). Enter Don Jose (Aria: “I Do Not Threaten. I besooch
you”). But Carmen repels him wants to join with Escamillio now
chaired by the crowd. Don Jose stabbs her (Aria: “Oh Rupture,
Rupture, You May Arrest Me. I Did Kill Her”) he sings, “Oh my
beautiful Carmen, my subductive Carmen.”
Submit items for future columns via e-mail to hermanapter@
earthlink.net or via snail mail to Mark Herman, 5748 W Brooks
Rd, Shepherd MI 48883-9202. Examples of translations of
humor are preferred, but humorous anecdotes about translators, translations, and mistranslations are also welcome.
Include copyright information and permission if relevant.
Unless submitters request otherwise, material submitted may be
shared with Robert Wechsler of Catbird Press (catbird@
pipeline.com), who is planning an international collection of
humor in English translation.
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Need a membership form for a
colleague? Want the latest list of
exam sites? Call ATA’s Document on
Request line, available 24-hours a
day. For a menu of available
documents, please press 1 at the
prompt, or visit ATA’s Website at
www.atanet.org.
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ATA’S DOCUMENT ON REQUEST LINE
1-888-990-3282
Need a membership form for a colleague? Want the latest list of exam
sites? Call ATA’s Document on Request line, available 24-hours a day.

ATA Chapter Seed Money Fund
Is your ATA chapter planning an event? Does that event have
need for a distinguished, dynamic, industry-relevant speaker? If
so, ATA’s Professional Development Committee wants to help!
ATA’s Professional Development Committee offers a seed
money fund for speakers. Be sure to call ATA today for application guidelines and a list of fabulous speakers who could be a
guest at your next meeting, workshop, or seminar.
ATA’s chapters play a key role in the continuing education of
their members. Since the chapters vary greatly in number and
composition of members, it can be hard for some chapters to
offer educational opportunities to everyone. As a service to all
ATA members and as a benefit of chapterhood, the ATA would
like to support these educational efforts by subsidizing presentations that might otherwise prove to be a financial burden for
individual chapters.
The fund was designed for ATA chapters, so don’t let the opportunity pass you by. Contact Walter@atanet.org at ATA Headquarters soon for all the details!
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MONTEREY
INSTITUTE
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

M O N T E R E Y • C A L I F O R N I A • U S A

MA Programs
• TRANSLATION & INTERPRETATION
• CONFERENCE INTERPRETATION
• TRANSLATION
CHINESE • ENGLISH • FRENCH • GERMAN
JAPANESE • KOREAN • RUSSIAN • SPANISH

CERTIFICATE
PROGRAMS
• COURT/MEDICAL INTERPRETING
• INTERPRETER AND TRANSLATOR TRAINING

MONTEREY
INSTITUTE
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

CIUTI MEMBER

Admissions Office • DEPT ATA
425 Van Buren Street
Monterey • CA 93940 • USA
Phone (831) 647-4123
Fax (831) 647-6405
Internet email: admit@miis.edu
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CHAPTERS, AFFILIATED GROUPS, AND OTHER GROUPS
ATA Chapters

•

Atlanta Association of Interpreters and Translators (AAIT)
P.O. Box 12172
Atlanta, GA 30355
Tel: (770) 587-4884
aaitinfo@aait.org • www.aait.org

•

Carolina Association of Translators and Interpreters (CATI)
318 Bandock Drive
Durham, NC 27703
Tel: (919) 577-0840 • Fax: (919) 557-1202
C.A.T.I.@pobox.com • www.catiweb.org
• Local group meetings held in Asheville, Charlotte, and Research Triangle Park,
NC; and Columbia and Greenville/Spartanburg, SC.
• Membership directory, $12; CATI Quarterly subscription, $12.
Florida Chapter of ATA (FLATA)
P.O. Box 14-1057
Coral Gables, FL 33114-1057
Tel/Voice: (305) 274-3434 • Fax: (305) 387-6712
E-mail: info@atafl.com • www.atafl.com
Mid-America Chapter of ATA (MICATA)
6600 NW Sweetbriar Lane
Kansas City, MO 64151
Attn.: Meeri Yule
Tel: (816) 741-9441 • Fax: (816) 741-9482
E-mail: translate@kc.rr.com • www.ata-micata.org
National Capital Area Chapter of ATA (NCATA)
P.O. Box 65200
Washington, DC 20035-5200
Tel: (703) 255-9290 • Fax (703)393-0387
E-mail: sbrennan@compuserve.com • www.ncata.org
• The Professional Services Directory of the National Capital Area Chapter of
the American Translators Association (NCATA) has gone online. It lists
NCATA members and the services they offer, together with additional information that enables translation and interpretation users to find just the right
language specialist for their projects. Bookmark www.ncata.org and check out
the NCATA directory. If you maintain language-related Web pages, you may
want to include a link to the directory. NCATA is always interested in comments and suggestions.
New York Circle of Translators (NYCT)
P.O. Box 4051, Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163-4051
Tel: (212) 334-3060
www.nyctranslators.org
Northeast Ohio Translators Association (NOTA)
1963 E. Sprague Road
Seven Hills, OH 44131
Tel: (440) 526-2365 • Fax: (440) 717-3333
E-mail: mondt1@ameritech.net • www.ohiotranslators.org
Northern California Translators Association (NCTA)
P.O. Box 14015
Berkeley, CA 94712-5015
Tel: (510) 845-8712 • Fax: (510) 883-1355
E-mail: ncta@ncta.org • www.ncta.org
• Telephone/online referral service. See searchable translator database on
Website.
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•

General Meetings (1:00-5:00pm, UC Berkeley Extension, 55 Laguna St.,
San Francisco): Sept. 15, Dec. 1.
2001 NCTA Membership Directory available on CD-ROM or diskette for
$10, printed version for $25. To purchase, mail remittance to the above address,
or fax/telephone MasterCard/Visa number and expiration date.
A Practical Guide for Translators, 1997 revised edition available for $10. To
purchase, mail remittance to the above address, or fax/telephone MasterCard/Visa
number and expiration date.

Northwest Translators and Interpreters Society (NOTIS)
P.O. Box 25301
Seattle, WA 98125-2201
Tel: (206) 382-5642
E-mail: info@notisnet.org • www.notisnet.org
Southern California Area Translators and Interpreters Association
(SCATIA)
P.O. Box 34310
Los Angeles, CA 90034
Tel: (818) 725-3899 • Fax: (818) 340-9177
E-mail: info@scatia.org • www.scatia.org

Affiliated Groups
Michigan Translators/Interpreters Network (MiTiN)
P.O. Box 852
Novi, MI 48376
Tel: (248)344-0909 • Fax: (248)344-0092
E-mail: izumi.suzuki@suzukimyers.com • www.mitinweb.org
Utah Translators and Interpreters Association (UTIA)
3617 S. 1400 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
Tel: (801)973-0912 • Fax: (208)441-5390
E-mail: ellingge@qwest.net • www.utia.org

Other Groups
This list gives contact information for translation and interpretation
groups as a service to ATA members. Inclusion does not imply affiliation
with or endorsement by the ATA.
American Literary Translators Association (ALTA)
Box 830688
Richardson, TX 75083-0688
Tel: (214) 883-2093 • Fax: (214) 833-6303
Austin Area Translators and Interpreters Association (AATIA)
P.O. Box 1474
San Marcos, TX 78667
Tel: (512) 396-8887 • Fax: (512) 396-4835
www.aatia.org
E-mail: president@aatia.org
The California Court Interpreters Association (CCIA)
345 S. HWY 101, Suite D
Encinitas, CA 92024
Tel: (760) 635-0273 • Fax: (760) 635-0276
www.ccia.org
E-mail: ccia345@earthlink.net
Chicago Area Translators and Interpreters Association (CHICATA)
P.O. Box 804595
Chicago, IL 60680-4107
Tel: (312) 836-0961
www.chicata.org/
E-mail: 74737.1661@compuserve.com
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Colorado Translators Association (CTA)
P.O. Box 295
Eldorado Springs, CO 80025
Tel: (303) 554-0280 • Fax: (303) 543-9037
E-mail: eldorado@ares.csd.net
• For more information about the online directory, newsletter, accreditation
exams, and professional seminars, please visit www.cta-web.org.
Delaware Valley Translators Association (DVTA)
606 John Anthony Drive
West Chester, PA 19382-7191
devinney@temple.edu
www.fortunecity.de/lindenpark/kuenstler\59\dvta.htm
El Paso Interpreters and Translators Association (EPITA)
1003 Alethea Place
El Paso, TX 79902
Tel: (915) 532-8566 • Fax: (915) 544-8354
E-mail: grdelgado@aol.com
Houston Interpreters and Translators Association (HITA)
P.O. Box 61285
Houston, TX 77208-1285
Tel: (713) 935-2123
www.hitahouston.com
Joint National Committee for Languages (JNCL)
4646 40th Street, N.W., Suite 310
Washington, DC 20016
Tel: (202) 966-8477 • Fax: (202) 966-8310
E-mail: info@languagepolicy.org • www.languagepolicy.org
Metroplex Interpreters and Translators Association (MITA)
4319 Durango Lane
McKinney, TX 75070
Tel: (972) 540-6891
www.users.ticnet.com/mita/
National Association of Judiciary Interpreters and Translators
(NAJIT)
551 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3025
New York, NY 10176
Tel: (212) 692-9581 • Fax: (212) 687-4016
E-mail: headquarters@najit.org • www.najit.org
New England Translators Association (NETA)
217 Washington Street
Brookline, MA 02146
Tel: (617) 734-8418 • Fax: (617) 232-6865
E-mail: kkrone@tiac.net
New Mexico Translators and Interpreters Association (NMTIA)
P.O. Box 36263
Albuquerque, NM 87176
Tel: (505) 352-9258 • Fax: (505) 352-9372
E-mail: uweschroeter@prodigy.net • www.cybermesa.com/~nmtia
• Membership Directory available for $5. Please make check payable to
NMTIA and mail your request to the address listed here, or contact us by
e-mail.
Society for Technical Communication (STC)
901 N. Stuart Street, Suite 904
Arlington, VA 22203-1822
Tel: (703) 522-4114 • Fax: (703) 522-2075
www.stc-va.org
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The Translators and Interpreters Guild (TTIG)
2007 N. 15th Street, Suite 4
Arlington, VA 22201-2621
Tel: (703) 522-0881, (800) 992-0367 • Fax: (703) 522-0882
E-mail: ttig@mindspring.com • www.ttig.org
Washington State Court Interpreters and Translators Society (WITS)
P.O. Box 1012
Seattle, WA 98111-1012
Tel: (206) 382-5690
www.witsnet.org
AUSTRALIA
Australian Institute of Interpreters and Translators Inc. (AUSIT)
P.O. Box A202
Sydney South, NSW 1235 Australia
Tel: +61-2-9745-1382 • Fax: +61-2-9745-5528
E-mail: national@ausit.org • www.ausit.org
CANADA
Association of Translators and Interpreters of Alberta (ATIA)
P.O. Box 2635
Station M
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 3C1
Tel: (403) 243-3477(Alberta office) or (403) 434-8384 (Edmonton office)
www.atia.ab.ca
Association of Translators and Interpreters of Ontario (ATIO)
1 Nicholas Street, Suite 1202
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1N 7B7
Tel: (613) 241-2846, Toll-free: 1-800-234-5030 • Fax: (613) 241-4098
E-mail: atio@fox.nstn.ca • www.atio.on.ca
Ordre des traducteurs et interprètes agréés du Québec (OTIAQ)
2021 Union, Suite 1108
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2S9
Tel: (514) 845-4411, Toll-free: (800) 265-4815 • Fax: (514) 845-9903
www.otiaq.org
Society of Translators and Interpreters of British Colombia (STIBC)
Suite 514, 850 West Hastings Street, Box 34
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6C 1E1
Tel: (604) 684-2940 • Fax: (604) 684-2947
E-mail: office@stibc.org • www.stibc.org
ENGLAND
Institute of Translation & Interpreting (ITI)
377 City Road
London, EC1V 1ND England
Tel: +44 (0)20 7713 7600 • Fax: +44 (0)20 7713 7650
E-mail: ITI@compuserve.com or info@ITI.org.uk • www.iti.org.uk
FIT
Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs/International Federation
of Translators (FIT)
2021 Union Avenue, Suite 1108, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2S9
Tel: (514) 845-0413 • Fax: (514) 845-9903
E-mail: secretariat@fit-ift.org

Note: All announcements must be received by the
first of the month prior to the month of publication
(For example, September 1 for October issue).
For more information on chapters or to start a chapter, please contact
ATA Headquarters. Send updates to Walter Bacak, ATA Chronicle,
225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314;
Tel: (703) 683-6100; Fax: (703) 683-6122;
e-mail: Walter@atanet.org
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Upcoming Accreditation Exam Information
Upcoming Accreditation Exam Information
California
August 29, 2001
San Diego
Registration Deadline:
August 17, 2001

Colorado
September 22, 2001
Denver
Registration Deadline:
September 7, 2001

Michigan
August 4, 2001
Novi
Registration Deadline:
July 20, 2001

September 15, 2001
San Francisco
Registration Deadline:
August 31, 2001

Florida
August 11, 2001
Miami
Registration Deadline:
July 27, 2001

New York
September 15, 2001
New York City
Registration Deadline:
August 31, 2001

November 3, 2001
Los Angeles (2 sittings)
Registration Deadline:
When capacity is met*

Texas
September 8, 2001
Irving
Registration Deadline:
August 24, 2001

Argentina
August 11, 2001
Buenos Aires
Registration Deadline:
July 27, 2001
Colombia
August 25, 2001
Bogotá
Registration Deadline:
August 10, 2001

Registration for all accreditation exams should be made
through ATA Headquarters. All sittings have a maximum
capacity and admission is based on the order in which
registrations are received. Forms are available from the
ATA Website or from Headquarters.

Georgia
August 4, 2001
Atlanta
Registration Deadline:
July 20, 2001

Please direct all inquiries regarding general accreditation information to ATA
Headquarters at (703) 683-6100.

* Candidates may register for the AM or PM session at the
Annual Conference, but not both due to space limitations. Choice of sitting is only available until we reach
capacity. Early registration is recommended.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to the following people who have
successfully completed accreditation exams:
Danish into English
Eileen Fredriksen
Falls Church, VA

English into French
Mathilde A. Levitte
New York, NY

English into Spanish
Soledad Alvarez
Coconut Grove, FL

Spanish into English
Laura K. Huthsing
Waxhaw, NC

English into Russian
Natalia Jigalova
Fairfax, VA

Caludio Guido Debenedetti
Rockville, MD

Gloria M. Nichols
Miami, FL

Eugenia Röwer Guzmán
Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico
Celina Gonzalez Posse
Leonia, NJ

Rocio M. Valle
Daly City, CA

The Active Membership Review Committee is pleased
to grant active status to:
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Gudrun A. Brunot
Twisp, WA

Gabriel E. Kartouch
Covina, CA

Ilbar A. Español
Indianapolis, IN

Nadia N. Smith
Minneapolis, MN
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MARKETPLACE
Chinese, Japanese,
Korean<> English
Highly qualified translators. IT, Computer,
Technical. Good Rate. Full DTP to pdf or film.
info@aimtrans.com. (714)522-8200, ext. 11.

Czech, Slovak <> English
Highly experienced, reliable, fast translator
/ conference interpreter. Any work volume.
Quality control. (303) 530-9781; Fax: (303)
530-5600, ireznicek@aol.com.

Haitian Creole <> English
Haitian Creole<>English - Experienced translator/Interpreter seeks freelance work. Accurate
/Dependable. Voice: 718-527-1674; Fax: 718527-1732; E-mail: kreyoling@aol.com.

Help Wanted
Harvard Translations, a technical translation
company with Fortune 500 clientele, has
openings for staff linguists to provide technical
translation, editing, proofreading, and QA support for computer software localization and
financial, scientific, medical, and legal documentation projects in major European and
Asian languages. Requirements include: a
bachelor's degree in linguistics, translation, or
a relevant technical subject, two years of
professional experience in technical translation and fluency in relevant languages,
including idiomatic fluency and cultural
knowledge. Send cover letter, résumé, and
salary req. to Harvard Translations, 815
Somerville Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140;
Fax: (617)868-6815; www.htrans.com. No calls.

Medical Translating
Italian Language Services
GMT - Via Cavour, 15 50129 Firenze (FI), Italy
Tel: +39 055 2679164/2679277
Fax: +39 055 2654102 www.gmt-ils.it
E-mail 1: giovannim@gmt-ils.it
E-mail 2: info@gmt-ils.it
Italian translations made in Italy by Italians for
Italians. Technical/Non-Technical. Quality,
Speed, Accuracy.

English <> Vietnamese
Top quality and high volume translation services. DTP and Lino output. PC and Mac. We
support most Vietnamese fonts. Call us today
at (954)570-9061; Fax: (954)570-9108.

Korean<>English
Experienced translator. Technical, software and
computer, business, and medical documents.
Ph.D. in engineering. Voice: (909) 860-9155;
Fax: (909)860-5643;
E-mail: 102335.720@compuserve.com.

Help Wanted
Transliterator (Japanese/English) wanted by
Japanese Department Store Chain in NYC.
Must have 2 yrs exp or bach in Lang/Lit/
Linguistics (Japanese or Eng) or any suitable
comb of exp, edu, trng. Fluency in Japanese and
English reqd. Respond to: Ms. Mozon
Takashimaya New York, Inc., 693 5th Ave.,
NY, NY 10022.
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OFFERING MEDICAL TRANSLATING /
ABSTRACTING / EDITING from German,
Dutch, Spanish, Italian, French, Portuguese,
Russian into English. William B. Gallagher,
MD, FACS, ATA ph: 520-290-5734 fax: 520296-0352 email: gallagherdrbill@gateway.net
NO RÉSUMÉS Please

Freelance DTP Source
Freelance DTP for Romans, non-Romans &
C/J/K. 1200 dpi, EPS, PDF output; via e-mail,
FTP, zip, CD. Call Ana Migens @ 916-3531003, e-mail amigens@home.com

Translator: Translate documents from Spanish,
Italian to English and vice-versa. Full-time position in Chicago, IL. Good Salary. Applicants
with 2 yrs exp send résumés only to Lodovico
Passalacqua, Burg Translations, Inc. 29 South
LaSalle, #936, Chicago, IL 60603.
WANTED: SALES REPRESENTATIVES
AND LOCALIZATION ENGINEERS. Fastgrowing localization company seeks translation
sales representatives and localization engineers
with 2+ years of experience. Fax résumé to
(312) 981-4445 or e-mail
employment@e-translation.com

English > French
Diane Thibault, Certified Translator (OTTIAQ).
Experienced, reliable, in-depth knowledge of
French-Canadian market. Translation, editing,
and proofreading. Technical, automotive, electronics, computer science, marketing, forestry.
Phone: (416) 927-0115. Fax: (416) 927-9739.
E-mail: green-gekko@home.com

English > Italian
Experienced professional, ATA-accredited.
Fast, accurate, dependable, all technical fields.
Latest equipment. (954)781-8971; Fax: (954)
781-9002; E-mail: ared@mindspring.com.

If your ad
was here,
someone
would
already be

Calling You!
Don’t let another issue
pass you by!
Call today for Advertising Rates
& Information about ATA’s New
Marketplace!
1-800-394-5157 ext. 19
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AMERICAN TRANSLATORS ASSOCIATION
42ND ANNUAL CONFERENCE
BILTMORE HOTEL • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
OCTOBER 31 – NOVEMBER 3, 2001
Plan now to attend ATA’s Annual Conference. Join your colleagues for an exciting educational experience in Los Angeles, California.
ATA’s 42nd Annual Conference will feature:
• Over 150 educational sessions offering something for everyone;
• The largest Job Exchange yet for individuals to promote their services and for companies to find the translators and interpreters they need;
• Over 60 exhibits featuring the latest publications, software, and services available;
• Opportunities to network with over 1,500 translators and interpreters from throughout the U.S. and around the world; and
• Much more!
The Registration Form and Preliminary Program will be mailed in July to all ATA members. The conference rates are listed below.
As always, ATA members receive significant discounts.
Conference Registration Fees
Early-Bird (by October 1)
One-day
After October 1
One-day
On-site (after October 26)
One-day

ATA member

Nonmember

Student Member

$245
$125
$305
$160
$380
$195

$335
$170
$420
$220
$525
$270

$110
n/a
$130
n/a
$150
n/a

Note: Students and one-day participants do not receive a copy of the Proceedings.
All speakers must register for the conference.
Hotel Accommodations
The Biltmore Hotel, the host hotel, is conveniently located in downtown Los Angeles at 506 South Grand Avenue. The hotel
is 30 minutes from Los Angeles International Airport. Conference attendees can register at the discounted rate of $150
single/double, plus tax ($175 single/double, plus tax, for the Club Floor) per night. This rate is good until October 9, 2001, or
until all rooms in the ATA block are reserved, whichever comes first.
To make your hotel reservations, contact the Biltmore at 1-800-245-8673 or 213-624-1011. Be sure to specify that you are
attending the ATA Annual Conference.
Travel Arrangements
ATA offers the services of Stellar Access to help you with your travel arrangements. Conference attendees are eligible for the
following:
• American and Delta Airlines: Save 5-10% on lowest applicable fares with an additional 5% off with a 60-day advance purchase. All rules and restrictions apply. Travel between October 26 and November 8, 2001.
• US Airways: Save 7-12% on lowest applicable fares with an additional 5% off with a 60-day advance purchase. All rules and
restrictions apply. Travel between October 26 and November 8, 2001.
• Avis Rent A Car: Rates start as low as $34/day for economy models and $145/week with unlimited free mileage.
Call Stellar Access at 1-800-929-4242, and ask for ATA Group #505. Outside the U.S. and Canada, call (619) 232-4298; fax: (619)
232-6497. A $10 transaction fee will be applied to all tickets purchased by phone. Reservation hours: Monday-Friday
6:30 am — 5:00 pm Pacific Time.
New this year, BOOK ONLINE and pay NO TRANSACTION FEE! Go to www.stellaraccess.com and book your reservations from
the convenience of your home or office anytime! First-time users must register and refer to Group #505.
If you call directly or use your own agency, refer to the following codes:
American:
1-800-433-1790, File# 14003
Delta:
1-800-241-6760, File# 173451A
US Airways: 1-877-874-7687, GF# 63661836
Avis:
1-800-331-1600 or www.avis.com, AWD# J949146

Mark Your Calendar Today!
October 31–November 3, 2001
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